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SUMMARY

A comparison of thin-film resistance heat-transfer gages, developed for use in

supersonic-hypersonic impulse facilities having run times less than 0.01 sec, with

thin-skin transient calorimeter gages has been performed in the Langley Continuous-

Flow Hypersonic Tunnel (CFHT) and in the Langley Hypersonic CF4 Tunnel (CF 4 Tunnel).
Thin-film gages deposited at the stagnation region of small (8.1-mm-diameter) hemi-

spheres of quartz or of a machinable glass-ceramic provided a test of durability and

performance in the high-temperature environment of these two wind tunnels. The

performance of these gages at much lower temperatures and heat-transfer rates was

examined by installing the gages flush with the surface of a sharp-leading-edge flat

plate. Also tested were 8.1-mm-diameter hemispheres utilizing the thin-skin tran-

sient calorimetry technique generally employed in conventional hypersonic wind

tunnels. Two dlfferent methods of construction of these thin-skin hemispheres were

tested. One hemisphere was a thin shell of stainless steel with a thermocouple

attached to the inner surface at the stagnation region. The other hemisphere was

fabricated from a machinable glass-ceramic and had a small stainless-steel insert,

with a thermocouple attached to the backside, installed at the stagnation region.

Measured values of heat-transfer rate from the different hemispheres were compared

with one another and with predicted values.

The present study demonstrated the feasibllity of using thln-film resistance

heat-transfer gages in conventional hypersonic wind tunnels over a wide range of \

c_nditlons. These gages offer the following advantages over the transient calorim-

eter thin-skin gages: (I) The fast response provides a detailed ime history of the

heat-transfer rates. (2) Their high sensitivity allows the same gage to be used for

a wlde range of surface heat-transfer rates. (3) Many gages can be deposited in a

small area without concern for conductlon effects or large corrections to determine

the effective skin thickness. (4) _nin-fJlm gages eliminate the need to measure a

skin thickness to an accuracy of 0.015 _m, sometimes an impossible feat on a complex

model. The primary disadvantages of the thin-film gage are its susceptibility to

damage when facing the flow and the large correctlons requlred to account for the !
variation of substrate thermal properties wlth temperature. Values of heat-transfer

coefflclent measured with the thin-film hemisphere and machinable glass-ceramic

hemisphere with an insert agreed to within 5 percent of one another and with

predlcted values.

INTRODUCTION •

The continuous thin-skin transient calorimeter technique is widely used in con-

ventional hypersonic wind tunnels to measure heat-transfer rates on configurations of

various degrees of complexity. (See for example, refs. I to 6.) As the name

implies, calorimeter gages ettempt to determine the instantaneous heat-transfer rate

to the surface of the model by measuring the time rate of change of nhe thermal

energy within an element of the skin. These gages usually take the form of a thermo-

couple spot-welded to the inside surface of the metallic thin skin. The transient

calorimeter effect is achieved by rapidly injecting the thin-skin model, which is

generally at a uniform temperature, into the establijhed test flow and retracting it

after a few seconds. As with most measurement techniques, the contlnuous thin-skin

transient calorimeter technique has advantages and disadvantages. One of the more
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serious disadvantages is lateral-conduction effects due to temperature gradlents

within the thin skin. In regions of high heat-transfer gradients, such as those

generally experienced on very small models and models with large surface curvature,

lateral conduction may cause large experimental errors in the inferred heating

distribution. Another disadvantage with models having large surface curvature is

that large geometric corrections to the measured skin thickness are generally

required to determine the effective _'kin thickness.

The present study investigates _Iternative methods for measuring he:ring rates ;:

in regions where lateral-conduction effects or miniaturization are important. One

method examined, which is not new to conventional hypersonic wind tunnels, was a

slug-type calorimeter gage. This gage is similar to the continuous thin-skin calo-

rimeter gage, differing only ii, that the metallic skin is limited to a small area and

mounted in an insulator. The other method examined was th_ thin-film resistance

gage. This gage, which is characterized by a very rapid response time (less than

I _sec), was developed primarily to measure heat-transfer rates in hypersonic-

hypervelocity impulse facilities having short run times, typically 0.1 to 10 msec.

(See refs. 7 to 28.) Thin-film heat-transfer gages are constructed at the Langley

Rese,_rch Center to measure heating rates in the Langley Expansion Tube (refs. 29

and 30), a facility that has a run time of only 200 to 300 _sec and uses smell (5-cm-

diameter, or less) mcdels. Because the thin-film sensors may be made quite small,

detailed heating distributions are measured on these small models.

To the author's knowledge, experience with thin-film heat-transfer gages in

conventional hypersonic wind tunnels at the Langley Research Center is limited to a

slngle study. (See ref. 31.) In this study, the heating distributlon along a

slender cone was measured with thin-film gages in the low-heating environment of the

Langley Hypersonic Hellum Tunnel. However, Edney (ref. 2J) tested thin-film gages on

blunt models in a conventional supecsonic wind tunnel a numbe£ of years ago. Small

(10-mm-diameter) Pyrex hemispheres with a platinum thin-film gage placed at the

stagnation point were tested at a Mach number of 4.6 prior to being tested in a

hypersonic gun tunnel. (Pyrex is a trademark of Corning Glass Works.) The purpose

of initially testing the gages in a conventional wind tunnel was to examine the

performance of these gages and the associated high-response data-acquisition system

for flow conditions that were accurately known. _e good agreement observed between

measured and predicted stagnation-point heating rate led Edney (see ref. 20) to

suggest that this technique be used to calibrate thin-film gages prior to their being

subjected to the high-enthalpy flow in an impulse wind tunnel.

The purpose of this report is to present the results of a study performed in the

Langley Continuous-Flow Hypersonic Tunnel (CFHT) (refs. 4 and 32) and in the Langley

Hypersonlc CF 4 Tunnel (CF 4 Tunnell (ref. 33) to evaluate the performance of thin-film

resistance heat-transfer gages over a range of flow condltions. Small hemispheres

(8.1-mm diameter) fabricated from quartz and MACOR (see ref. 34) were instrumented

wlth a thin-film gage located at the geometric stagnation point. (MACOR, a machin-

able glass-ceramic, is a trademark of Coming Glass Works.) Stagnation-point heat-

transfer rates measured with these thln-film hemispheres are compared with those

measured with continuous thin-skin calorimeter hemispheres and with a slug-type calo-

rimeter hemlsphere having the same diameter. In order to examine the performance of

the thin-film gages under relatively low heating conditions, -everal gages were

mounted flush with the surface of a sharp-leading-edge flat-plate model. Variables

in this study include flow conditions (Mach number, test gas, and range of reservoir i
pressure for a given reservoir temperature), type of heat-transfer sensor (thin-film

resistance gages and thln-skin transient calorimetel gages), and model geometry
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(hemisphere or flat plate). The use of trade names in this publication does not

constitute endorsement, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration.

_YMBOLS

al,a2,a 3 constants used in equation (3)

b constant used in equation (A4)

Ch heat-transfer coefficient, q/(Taw - Tw), W/m2-K

c specific heat, J/kg-K

d diameter

E voltage, V :_
|

h enthalpy, J/kg

I current, A

k thermal conductivity, W/m-K

substrate thickness, m

M Mach number

Npr Prandtl number, _c/k

NRe unit Reynolds number per m

p pressure, Pa

heat-transfer rate, W/m 2

R resistance, Q

Rgas univeral gas constant, 8.31434 J/mol-K

r radius

r radius of outer surface of hemisphere, m
g

s slope

T temperature, K

T x temperature at penetration depth x, K

t time, where t = 0 corresponds to model arriv_l at plane of

nozzle wall durJy_g model injection into the flow, gec
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t' time, where t' = 0 corresponds to full-scale output of injector

switch (see fig. 9), sec

U velocity

W molecular weight of undissociated air (28.967 kg/kmol)

x penetration depth into infinite slab, m

x* _ x/(2_-t)

z distance downstream from leading edge of flat plate, m

thermal diffusivity, k/pc, m2/sec

_R temperature coefficient of resistance per K (see eq. (10))

8 = pT_, W-sec_/2/m2-K

F stagnation-point velocity gradient (see eq. (17))

y ratio of specific heats

6 thickness of thin film or substrate, m

e emissivity

coefficient of linear expansion per K

_r recovery factor

8 angle subtended by a circular arc measured from the sphere axis

(see fig. 31)

k dummy variable of integration (see eq. (6))

coefficient of viscosity, N-sec/m 2

p density, kg/m 3

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.6697 x 10 -8 W/m2-K 4

thickness of thin skin, m

fo'= (k/k) dT, K
o

thin-skin curvature correction factor, _eff/_m

Subscripts:

av average or mean

aw adiabatic-wall conditions

4
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B ballast

b battery

c coating or overlayer

eff effective

f thin film

i inner surface

m thin-skin material

o ambient or initial (t = 0)

s substrate or backing material

t,1 reservoir stagnation conditions

t,2 stagnation conditions behind a normal shock

w wall or outside surface

2 static conditions immediately behind a normal shock

free-stream conditions

A bar over a quantity denotes the mean value.

FACILITIES AND TEST CONDITIONS

The Langley Continuous-Flow Hypezsonic Tunnel

The Langley Continuous-Flow Hypersonic Tunnel (CFHT) (refs. 4 and 32) is shown

schematically in figure I. This facility was operated in the blowdown mode for the

present study. Dry air to the settling chamber is obtained from a 34.5-MPa bottle

field, and the maximum operating reservoir pressure of the tunnel is 15.2 MPa+ This

air is heated by a 15-MW electric-resistance tui_ heater, the maximum tube tempera-

ture Is 1255 K, and maximum reservoir-stagnation temperature is 1060 K. The CFHT

uses a water-cooled, three-dimensional contoured nozzle to generate a nominal Mach

number of 10. The nozzle throat is 2.54 c_ square and the test section is 78.7 cm

square. Maxzmum run tlme In the blowdown mode, uslng two _2.2-m-dlameter vacuum

spheres, is 60 to 80 sec.

The model is positioned in an injection chamber mounted on the right side of the

tunnel when looking ups'ream toward the nozzle throat. (This chamber allows access

to the model without opening the test section to atmosphere.) The injection system

rapidly (in about 0.5 sec) inserts a model into the flow for heat-transfer tests.

Reservoir sta_%ation conditions and free-stream flow parameters for the present

tests in the CFHT are presented in the following table:
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Run Pt,1' Tt, l' M p®, T , NRe,_ Pt,2'
[_a K Pa K per m kPa

I 2.43 973 9.90 59.4 49.1 1.88 × 106 7.77

2 2.40 975 9.89 58.6 49.2 1.84 7.56

3 5.14 986 10.04 115.4 48.6 3.76 15.43

4 11.02 989 10.19 228.1 47.5 7.85 30.14

6 2.40 981 9.89 58.6 49.6 1.82 7.69

7 5.13 998 10.04 115.2 49.1 3.69 15.40

11 2.37 965 9.89 57.9 48.8 1.85 7.58

12 2.49 958 9.90 60.8 48.4 1.97 7.98

13 11.32 980 10.20 233.1 49.0 7.62 28.75

14 2.47 979 9.90 60.3 49.4 1.89 7.67

The Langley Hypersonic CF 4 Tunnel

The Langley Hypersonlc CF 4 Tunnel (CF 4 Tunnel) (ref. 33) is a conventlonal-type,

blowdown wlnd tunnel that uses tetrafluoromethane (CF4) as the test gas. This

fac111ty, whlch is a conversion of the Langley 20-Inch Hypersonic Arc-Heated Tunnel

(ref. 32), is shown schematically in figure 2. The CF 4 from the high-pressure

storage field is heated to a maximum temperature of approximately 900 K by two lead-

bath heaters in parallel. _e high-pressure heated CF 4 is then introduced into the

settling chamber and expanded along an axisymmetric, contoured nozzle designed to

generate a Mach number of 6 at the hozzle exit. Models are supported at the nozzle

exit by a pneumatically driven insert mechanism and are tested in an open jet. After

h_ving passed over the test model, the CF 4 test gas is collected by a diffuser and is
then cooled and dumped into two vacuum spheres which serve as receivers. When the

spheres are evacuated, the exhaust of the vacuum pumps is piped to the CF 4 reclaimer

where the CF 4 is liquified and the gaseous impurities are exhausted to atmosphere. A

detailed description of the CF 4 Tunnel is presented in reference 33.

Reservoir stagnation conditions and free-stream flow parameters for the present

tests In the CF 4 Tunnel are presented in the fcllowing table:

Pt,1' Tt,1' I
M p_, T_, NRe,_ 02/P _ Pt, 2'

MPa K _ Pa K per m kPa

7.48 668 6.20 194 177 0,,952 x 106 11.84 8.97

11.24 679 6.21 285 181 1.355 11.91 13.15

16.63 684 6.21 420 181 1.989 11.92 19.39

MODELS AND INSTRUMENTATION

Mgdels

This section describes the models and the holder used to place these models into

the flow. In the case of the hemisphere models, the m=del is actually a type of
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heat-transfer gage. The types of heat-transfer gages used in thls study are I_!

dlscussed in the next section. It
f

Hemispheres.- Models used to measure stagnatlon-polnt heat-transfer rates in the

two wind tunnels were hemispheres having diameters from 7.87 to 8.13 mm. In the

CFHT, five hemispheres were mounted in a vertical survey rake, having a probe spacing

of 5.1 cm, that was injected horizontally into the flow; that is, all five hemi-

spheres were exposed co the flow at the same time. The survey rake came to rest ;

5.1 cm from the nozzle center line. This same rake was used in the CF 4 Tunnel to

inject four hemispheres into the flow. For this facility, the rake was horizontal

and injected vertically such that the probes were positioned 7.62 cm below the nozzle I

center line. (The probes were tested off center line to avoid disturbances focused

along the center of the nozzle when the tunnel Js operated at reservoir conditions

other than those for which the nozzle was designed (ref. 33).)

The radius of all hemispheres tested was measured by placing the hemispheres in i

an optical comparator and enlarging the image to 20 times the actual size. ._epre-

sentative photographs of the shape for a continuous thin-skln model, a MACOR

(ref. 34) model with a stainless-steel insert, and a thin-film MACOR model are shown

in figure 3. (These types of heat--transfer gages are discussed in the next sec-

tion.) The optical comparator showed that the thin-fllm models and MACOR model with

a stainless-steel insert had true nose radii, whereas the continueus thin-skin models

had somewhat flattened noses (nose flattened approximately 0.18 gm for both models). I
[

Flat Plate.- To generate a region of relatively low heat-transfer rate, a sharp- I

leadlng-edge flat-plate model was tested at zero incidence. Thls stainless-steel

plate, whlch is shown in figure 4, is 7.62 cm wide, 16.05 cm long, and has a leading-

edge angle of 20 °. A single quartz substrate is mounted flush with the surface, with

the axis of the substrate coincident wlth the plate center line In the stream, direc-

tlon. This substrate has 13 thln-fllm sensors deposited 3.2 mm apart along its

length (fig. 4(b)).

Disks.- To determine the thln-film-gage substrate thlckness required for the I

l

substrate to behave as a seml-infinlte slab for a glven tlme Interval, MACOR disks

having dlameters of 1.27 cm and thicknesses of 1.27, 2.54, 3.81, 5.08, and 6.35 _m_

were tested in the CF 4 Tunnel. These disks contained a thln-film sensor at the
center of both the front and rear surfaces and were mounted on the holders used for

the hemispheres. (See flg. 5.) The thln-film sensor on the rear of the disk was i

within the interlor of the holder and, thus, was not exposed to the flow. The five I

disks were mounted in the same rake as that used for the hemispheres and were
!

injected Into the flow, coming to rest 7.62 cm below the nozzle center llne; hence, !

the probes were exposed to the flow at essentially the same tlme.

Heat-Tlansfer Gages

Thln-skln transient calorimeter.- In the conventional thin-skln translent calo-

rlmetry technique (refs. I to 6), the rate of heat storage in the _del skin is

inferred from a thermocouple generally attached to the Inside surface of the Skih.

Two different fabrication procedures were used in the present study for the calorlm-

etry technique. One procedure involved the fabrication of a hemisphere from type 347

stainless steel. The temperature of the inside surface at the stagnation point was

measured by using a chromel-alumel thermocouple; thls thermocouple junction was

formed by spot-weldlng the No. 36 (0.127-mm-dlameter) chromel wlre and the No. 36
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alumel wire to the inner surface. Two such continuous thin-skln hemispheres were

constructed with skin thicknesses at the geometric stagnation point of 1.135 mm and

1.034 mm.

The second fabrlcatlon procedure also involved a thin-skin calorimeter of

type 347 stainless steel. However, for this sensor, a small (1.123-mm-diameter,

1.067-mm-thlck) stalnless-steel insert was mounted flush with the surface of a MACOR

hemlsphere. The primary purpose of this technique was to reduce conduction losses

from the nose region of the hemisphere by using an insulator as the mode] material.

As a check of the measured dimenslons of this insert, the insert was welghed, and

the density was computed and compared with the handbook value for type 347 stainless

steel (8027 kg/m3). The inferred density was within 5.7 percent of the handbook

value. As wlth the continuous thin-skin hemispheres, the temperature of the inside

surface of the stainless-steel insert was measured by using a chromel-alumel

thermocouple (No. 36 wire) welded to the inner surface.

Thln-fllm resistance.- The second type of heat-transfer sensor was a thin-film

resistance gage deposlted at the stagnation region of hemispheres (hereinafter

referred to as thln-film hemispheres) fabricated from quartz (flg. 6) or MACOR.

Quartz was selected as a substrate material because its thermal properties are well

documented and the varlation of these propertles with temperature is less than the

other commonly used substrate material, Pyrex (ref. 2). MACOR (ref. 34), a

machinable glass-ceramic, was velected because the variation of thermal properties

with temperature for most ceramics is quite small and MACOR may be machlned with

metal-worklng tools; hence, the fabrication of substrates from MACOR is less

expensive.

The quartz hemlspheres were obtained from a solid quartz rod having a nominal

diameter of 8.13 mm. The rod was placed in a lathe and the end of the rod was heated

to the meltlng polnt. A hlgh-denslty graphite tool machined to the desired radius

for the rod was placed on the heated rod as it rotated, providing the spherical tlp.

The rod was then optically polished, and the resldue from the pollshlng compound was

baked off by placlng the rod in an oven. MACOR hemispheres were machlned by using

conventlonal machining techniques for metals (ref. 34); they were polished flrst wlth

No. 600 metallurgical paper, then with No. 1000 paper, and finally wlth No. 2000

paper.

As observed from figure 6, a serpentlne thln-fllm sensing element was deposited

at the stagnatlon region of these quartz and MACOR hemispheres by using a photolltho-

graphic technique. This element measures 1.27 mm long and 1.02 mm w%de on a flat

surface. The serpentine pattern was designed to pvovlde a gage resistance of 100 to

125 0 on a quartz substrate and yet glve an approximate polnt measurement. (The

element was contained within 8" of the stagnation point, as described by an arc from

the axis of symmetry with the apex originating at the center of the sphere.)

For both the quartz and MACOR hemisphere substrates, the first step in the gage

fabrication was to 4eposlt a very th_n layer of chromium on the surface. The purpose

of thls chromium underlayer Is to improve the adherence of the palladlum sensing

element to the hlghly polished substrate surface. (See refs. 2, 26, and 28.)

Palledlum was sputtered over the chromium, whlch completed the metal deposition. The

resulting f11m thlckness 6f was 1500 to 1800 A. A photoMask (posltlve photoimage
for posltlve resist) of the serpentine pattern and leads was placed into position at

the nose of the hemlsphere, and the hemisphere was exposed to ultravlolet light for a

prescrlbed period. The hemisphere was then placed into a developer, whlch removed

the photores_st (the area masked off from the light) in the areas exposed to light,

8
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leaving the serpentine and conductor pattern on the model surface. Thls resist image

on the model was then baked (413 K for one-half hour) onto the surface and palladaum

etch was applled. This etch (aqua regia) will not penetrate the photoresist. The

model was rinsed, a chrome etch was applied to remove the chrome deposit, and the

model was ransed again.

Thack-fllm leads of silver were screened on the hemasphere so as to overlap the

palladium leads (flg. 6) and were fared on in a kiln. The model was then place_ ,_ _

a sputtering system and an insulataon coat was applied. For the quartz models _.

deposlt of silicon daoxide (SiO 2) was applaed over the model surface, whereas .

deposlt of aluminum oxlde (AI203) was applled over the MACOR models. The wlre leads
were soldered onto the silver thlck-film conductor.

These thln-fllm hemispheres were fabrlcated and calibrated for testing an the

Langley Expansaon Tube (refs. 29 and 30), a hypersonlc-hyperveloclty impulse facility

wlth a run tlme of only 0.0002 sec; no special preparatlon was made for their being

tested an conventaonal wlnd tunnels. The SiO 2 an_ AI203 overlayers, whlch were
relatzvely thin (less than approximately 5000 _), are requlred for hlgh-enthalpy

facility use where ionization as present; but presumably the overlayers would not

have been needed for the present tests.

Recording System

For tests In the CFHT, output signals from the heat-transfer gages were recorded

on magnetic tape by a Beckman 210 analog-to-dagltal data recordlng system interfaced

to a Control Data ser_es 6000 computer system. The maximum sampling rate of thls

system was used (40 per sec). Thln-skln hemlsphere temperature prior to injection

into the flow from the sheltered posltlon was also recorded by the Beckman system.

The ambient temperature of the enclosed anjectlon system was manually recorded by

using a digital readout. For tests In the CF 4 Tunnel, output signals were fed Into a
64-channel, analog-to-dlgltal, dafferentlal amplifier Interfaced to a Hewlett-Packard

9845T computer. The sa_plang rate used wlth thls data-acqulsltlon system for the

present tests was 50 samples per sec.

The electrical clrcult used to measure the change In resistance of the thln-film

gage during a run Is shown in figure _. The ballast reslstance RB was 10.2 kO.
For tests in the CFHT, the excitation voltage was supplied by a wet-cell battery, the

battery voltage being 1.29 V for tests wlth the hemispheres and 6.06 V for tests with

the flat plate. The output from thls circuit was fed flrst to a dlfferentlal ampll-

fler and then into the Beckman recordlng system, which has an upper IImlt of 100 mV.

The dlfferentlal amp llfler was dc coupled and had an upper bandwidth settlng of

10 kHz and a lower frequency settlng of dc. The ampllfler galn settlng was I for

tests with the hemispheres and was 20 or 100 for the flat-plate model. The exclta-

tlon voltage for tests In the CF 4 Tunnel was 5.85 V. The output from the electrical
c_rcult for the thln-film hemlspheres was fed directly Into the 64-channel analog-to-

dlgltal, dlfferentlal amplifier system; the smaller output for the flat-plate model

and thln-film gages on the rear surface of the disks was first fed Into an indlvld-

ual dlfferentlal ampllf_er havlng a gain of 100 and then to the analog-to-dlgltal

multlchannel system.

P%tot pressure In the CFHT was monitored for each test by using a flat-faced

tube having an Inslde diameter of 2.29 mm and an outside diameter of 3.175 mm. The

t_p of the pltot probe was at the same nozzle axial station as the f_ve hemisphere

heat-transfer gages and was approxlmately 5 cm to the left of the center heat-

transfer gage as viewed by the flow. Thls pressure was measured by using a

g
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varlable-capacltance diaphragm transducer having seven ranges of pressure, the maxi-

mum being ]33 kPa. The signal from the transducer was also recorded on a magnetic

tape by the Beckman recordlng system at 40 samples per sec. The pitot pressure for

tests In the CF 4 Tunnel was inferred from unpublished pitot-pressure distributions

measured at the nozzle exit for the reservolr condltions of this study.

DATA-REDUCTION PROCEDURE FOR HEAT-TRANSFER GAGES

Thin-Skin Translent Calorimeter Gages

For the contlnuous thin--skin hemispheres and the MACOR hemisphere with a

stalnless-steel insert, the model-surface heat-transfer rate was inferred from the

heat balance equation

qaerodynamlc = qstored + qconduction + qradiatlon (I)

By assumlng that conduction and radlatlon (from model to test-section walls or from

walls to model) contrlbutions are negllglhle and the skln thlckness, density, and

speclflc heat are constant, the following calorlmeter equatlon Is obtalned:

dT
i

The temperature tlme hlstory from the thermocouple welded to the inner surface was

used to determine dTi/dt. Second-order least-squares curve fats were applied to

thls temperature tlme data and differentiated to obtain dT1/dt. Thus,

TI ==al + a2t + a3t2 1

(3)
dT

+ 2a t
dt a2 3

A second-order curve flt Is used because the varlatlon of T i with t Is not
linear, as w111 be lllustrated subsequently in the section "Results and Discussion."

The method used to determlne the tlme interval for whlch dTl/dt as evaluated as

also dlscussed In "Results and Discussion." Thin-skin thlckness _m, denslty Pm,

and speclflc heat c m vary wlth temperature, and, thus, there Is a llmlt to the

maxlmum allowa_le temperature before slgnlficant errors are introduced by assuming

that these quantlhles are constant. For the condlt_ons of this study, the skin

thickness and density may, wlth good accuracy, be assumed constant. The skin thick-

ness was mea_ _red by uslng a m_crometer and _s given In a prevlous sectlon ("Heat-

Transfer Gages") fo; the two contlnuous thln-skln stainless-steel hemispheres and the

MACOR hemlsphere wlth a stalnless-steel insert. The density used for type 347

I0

°_
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stalnless steel was 8027.17 kg/m 3, and the variatlon in specific heat for type 347

stainless steel with temperature was accounted for by using the equation

= = 370.799 + C.3033T (4)
1

where cm is given in J/kg-K and T i is given In K.

The tunnel-wall temperature was less than 350 K, and, thus, the radiatlve heat

transfer, edr 4, from the tunnel wall to the hemispheres was insiqn1[icant. The

radlatlve heat transfer from the hemisphere, assuming a maximum surface temperature

of about 400 K, to the tunnel walls is less than I percent of the aerodynamlc heating

and Is also considered insignificant.

The curvature correctlon factor _ represents a geometrlc correction accoun_ing

for the dlfference in surface area between the inner and outer surfaces of the thin-

skln element. (See refs. _c _nd 36.) The product _ _ is referred to as the effec-

tive skin thickness _eff and Is deflned as the rati_ of the volume of the skln

element to the area of the skin element subjected to aerodynamic heating. For a

sphere having an outer surface radius rg and inner surface radius r - _ ,g m

2

_m + (5a)
_eff _m r 2

g 3r
i

l-Thus, for the contxnuous thin-skln hem13pheres, _eff/_m Is equel to 0.75 for the

hemisphere havlng _ = 1.135 mm and is equal to 0.76 for the other hemlsphere.m

Dlmenslons of the insert for the MACOR hemisphere are shown in the followlng

sketch:

4.064 mm 'r__ = 1.0b7 _m_

_

d = 1. I23 mm

The effectlve skln thlcknoss in term_ of rg, r, and _m xs given by the equation

_A

_eff " I - - + _g rg
1 .. 1 r 2 3 (5b)
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The value of _eff calculated from this equation for the stainless-steel insert is !_

1.043 mm, oz _eff/_m = 0.977. By using the measured volume of the insert obtained i_
from the weighlng (see the previuus section entitled "Thin-Skin Transient Calorlm-

eter"), _eff = 0.995 mm, or Teff/_ m = 0.933. This latter value of _eff was used ,

to compute the heat-transfer rate. _

One of the more important contrlbutors to uncertainties in heating rates infer-

red from thin-skin calorimeuer gages is conductlon effects. These effects take three _

• basic forms: (I) normal conduction, whereby heat is lost from the rear of the thin

skln to the backing material, (2) lateral conduction due to temperature gradients

w_thin the skin, and (3) conduction of heat along the thermocouple wires. Lateral-

conduction effects are discussed in a subsequent section and the other two effects

are discussed brlefly at this point. _

For any calorimeter gage, heat wlil be lost to the backing material and this

loss can result in an erroneou, value of the heat-transfer rate. The heat loss due

to normal conduction to the rear surface increases with increasing 8s/_ m (ref. 2),
where

i-

8 0s Csk s !

8s _
m Pm c m km

l,_r the stainless-steel continuous thin-skin hemispheres, the backing material was

alr under vacuum; thus, 8s/8 m _ 0.0007. The error in the time rate of change of the

temperature of the rear surface dT_/dt for this small value of 8s/Sm is negligi-

ble. For the MACOR hemisphere with a stainless-steel thin-skin insert, the insert

was held in place by a thin layer of RTV (room-tempe£ature vulcanizing rubber) around

its perlmeter; hence, a relatlvely small portlon of the _nsert was backed with qTV.

The ratio 8s/_ m for the stainless-steel thin skin and with RTV backing mater_al is

approximately 0.09. If oue-third of the rear surface area of the insert is assumed

to De backed by RTV, then the slope dTi/dt will be in error by about 3 percent.
(See ref. 2.) Because the backing material ir the viclnlty of the thermocouple was

air and a worst case represented an error less than 3 percent, no correction for thls

effect was applied to the present results for the MACOR hemisphere with a thin-skin

insert.

Ccnduct_on effects due to the presence of thermocouple wires attached to the

ins2de surface of the thin skln are discussed in reference 2. For the present ratio

of wlre diameter to skin thickness of 0.12 and for t_mes greater than 0.3 sec, the

maxlmmn error in infer ed heat-transfer rate due to heat conduction in a s_ngle

thermocouple lead should be less than 3 percent. (See ref. 2.) A single wire wlth

the same cross-sectional area as two No. 36 wi_-es ylelds a ratio of equivalent wire

dlameter to skin thickness of 0.17, correspo_dlng to errors in inferred heating rate

of about 5 percent. No attempt was made in the present study to correct the thin-

skln calorlmeter data for heat losses along the thermocouple wires.

Thln-Film Resistance Gages

A sketch of a thln-fllm reslstance gage and associated electrlcal circuit is

shown in f1_Ire 7. A thln metall_c film of thickness _f is deposlted on the
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surface of an electrical insulating material. This thin film serves as an active

element in a constant-current circuit; that is, the metallic film serves as a resis-

tanc_ thermometer which is assumed to be of negligible heat capacity. (The tempera-

ture of the lower surface of the film is assumed to equal the temperature of the

upper surface instantaneously; hence, the film does not affect the temperature

history of the substrate.) The thickness of the substrate is assumed to be suf-

ficient for the substrate to behave as a semi-infinite medium. A coating of thick-

ness 6c of a dielectric is deposited over the film to eliminate possible electrical

shorting of the gage in an ionized flow; also, this deposit tends to enhance the

durability of the gage.

The basic equation for determining the heat-transfer rate for the thin-film gage

previously described is (refs. 2 and 7)

q(t) /_s'° rAT(t) I _0t /k AT--(t) - /t AT(k) k1

where the substrate thermal properties (Ss = O/_-C_Csks) are assumed to be constant

during the run, AT(t) is an arbitrary surface-temperature time history (AT(0) = 0),

k is a dummy variable, and the presence of the thin-film sensor is neglected. Equa-

tion (6) is integrated numerically to obtain the heating rate. A difficulty arises

in the numerical integration due to the singularity in the integrand evaluated at the

upper limit t = k. To avoid this singularity, which will give rise to errors in the

deduced value of heating rate, Cook (refs. 22 and 23) developed the following

equation

_o _ _(t ) - _(t )

! iC I

q(t) = " _n - ti + _tn - ti-1 (7)

<"where _ = (k/k) dT and n is the number of steps (time intervals); for
o

constant thermal conductivity, k, _(t) = AT(t). Equation (7) provides a simple

method for determining the heating rate and is highly accurate, provided a sufficient

number of step& have been used. (See refs. 21 to 23.) To illustrate this point, the

heating rate was assumed constant so that equation (6) becomes

/{Ss,o AT(t)

A value of q(t) representative of that expected on a smell hemisphere in the CFHT

was chosen for a given value of 8s,o" The temperature change AT(t) was computed

as a function of time t from equation (8) and the data were introduced into equa- _
tion (7). The results obtained are shown in the following table:
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Number of Error in q(t),

steps, n percent

6 I

9 .5

14 .25

25 .I

Thus, for a data-acquisltion rate of 40 samples per sec, the uncertainty in the heat-

ing rate introduced by the uPe of equation (7) will be less than I percent for times

greater than 0.175 sec.

The assumption of constant substrate thermal properties made in the derivation

of equation (6) is appropriate when the substrate temperature change is small, such

as in the case for a flat plate. However, this assumption will not be valid for

the small hemispheres. Methods of correcting for the effect of variable substrate

thermal properties are presented in reference 11 for Coming Code 7740 Pyrex and

quartz and in references 22 and 23 for Code 7740 Pyrex (hereinafter referred to as

Pyrex 7740). These methods are discussed in appendix A along wlth the correction

factors applied herein to the heating rates computed by using equation (7).

Because the test time of the CFHT and the CF 4 Tunnels is several orders of mag-
nitude longer than that of impulse facilities, the assumption of the substrate

behaving as an Infanite slab during the test period is subject to question. An

analysls for a surface subjected to a step function cf temperature is presented in

reference 2. In thls analysis, a damensionless penetration depth x* _ x/(2/_t) is

introduced. For the temperature at a given depth to be less than I percent of the

surface temperature, x* must exceed 1.58; similarly, for the heat-transfer rate at

a given depth to be less than I percent of the surface value, x* must exceed 1.87.

The analysis of reference 2 shows that the substrate thickness, for a total test time

of I sec, must exceed 0.35 cm for both quartz and MACOR to insure the validity of a

one-damensional substrate. This condition was examined experimentally in the present

study by using MACOR disks havlng thin-film gages on the front and rear surfaces.

(See prevaous section entitled "Models.")

The change an surface temperature of the substrate is inferred from the voltage

change measured with the circuit shown In figure 7. (This circuit was borrowed for

this study and has since been replaced by a circuit containing a constant-current

diode.) If the current as assumed constant in this circuit, the change in voltage

correspondlng to the change in resistance of the thin film 'aring a test is given by

the relation

ARf(t)

AEf(t) = If, ° ARf(t) = Ef (9)
,o Rft °

Each thin-film gage is calibrated by immersion in a well-stirred oil bath. The oil

Is heated to various temperatures and the gage resistance is measured for a specified

current through the gage (generally t ._%). Because of the near-linear variation of

14
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the film resistance with temperature, the usual procedure (ref. 2) ks to introduce

the temperature coefficient of resistance _R' defined as

I ARf i
_[R _ (10)

Rf, 0 AT I

l
I

which is determined from the calibration. The temperature range of the calibration

should span the range of surface temperature expected during a test, since _R is

generally not constant. (See refs. 2 and 16.) For the present study, Rf, o in
equation (10) corresponds to the resistance measured at a temperature of 297.2 K dur-

ing the calibration, and ARf/AT was inferred from the calibration data of resis-

tance as a function of temperature. Calibration results for the thin-film hemi- I

spheres obtained before, during, and after the present test series are discussed in I

detail in appendlx B. Also dzscussed in this appendlx is the effect of gage current I
on the variation of resistance with temperature.

From equations (9) and (10), the change in substrate temperature is given by the

equation

AEf(t)
AT(t) = -- _11)

_Ef,o

where AEf(t) is measured during the test at given times and the initial voltage

Ef, ° is measured just prior to the test.

If the gage resistance is not negligible in comparison to the ballast resis-

tance, the current variation must be considered. For this case, the temperature

change is found by using the equation (eq. (7c) in ref. 28)

ERfolEEloEI + RB AEf (t) 1 + Eb _ Ef. o AEf (t____)

AT(t) = _Ef (t) _REf AEf (t) _REf (12)

I Rf'° ,o 1 Eb ,oR B Ef ,o f ,o

Different zero times are used herein for the thin-skin and the thin-film models.

Zero time for the thin-film hemispheres corresponds to the time at which these fast-

response gage first experience an increase in the surface temperature as the model

is injected into the flow. This time scale is denoted as t. For the thin-skin

hemispheres in the CFHT, zero time is selected as the time at which the two-way

switch on the injection system reaches full-scale output. At this zero time, the !
hemisphere models will have been at rest, 5.1 cm from the nozzle center line, for 1

approximately 0.1 sec. In the CF 4 Tunnel, zero time for the thin-skin hemispheres
corresponds to arrival of the hemispheres 7.62 cm below the nozzle center line, as

determined from a slide wire. This time scale is denoted as t' in the text and

plots.

15
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4

PREDICTION OF FLOW CONDITIONS AND STAGNAtION-POINT

HEAT-TRANSFER RATE

Flow Conditions

Free-stream and post-normal shock flow conditions for the CFHT were determi-ed

by using the measured reservoir pressure, reservoir temperature, and pitot pressure.

The ideal-air value of Pt,2/Pt,1, corresponding to the measured ,ralue of Pt,2/Pt,1 ,
was determined from the imperfect-air calculations of reference 3;. (The results of

ref. 37 account for intermolecular force effects that occur at the present reservoir

stagnation conditions.) Ideal-air flow quantities corresponding to this ideal-air

value of Pt,2/Pt,1 were obtained from the tables of reference 38 and were corrected
for imperfect-air effects by using reference 37.

Free-stream and post-normal shock flow conditions for the CF 4 Tunnel were com-
puted from the measured reservoir pressure and temperature, pitot pressure, and

imperfect CF 4 relations of reference 39. Imperfect CF 4 values of reservoir density,

entha]py, and entropy, were computed from the measured reservolr pressure and

temperature. An isentropic expansion was performed from the r_servoir, through the _

nozzle throat, and to an estimated value of free-stream static temperature at the I

test section. A normal shock crossing is performed and the resulting stagnation

pressure behind the shock is compared with the measured pitot pressure. The free-

stream static temperature is varied until the measured and computed pitot pressures

agree to within a given tolerance, usually 0.05 percent.

Stagnation-Point Heat-Transfer Rate

Predicted values of the stagnation-point heat-transfer rate to a sphere in air-

flow were obtained by using the method of reference 40. The correlation of

numerical results performed by Fay and Riddell (ref. 40) for undissociated airflow

resulted in the following equation for the heat-transfer rate

c_t = __ )0.1 (13)0.76 )0'4(pw_w (h - h _0.5,2 0.6 (0t,2_t,2 t,2 w

Npr,w

The post-normal shock flow region in the CFHT is thermally perfect (the compres-

sibility factor is equal to unity) but calorically imperfect (Yt,2 _ Y_o)" Hence,

= _ (14)
Pw R T

gas w

and

=
Pt, 2 R T

gas t,2
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The viscosity correspondzng to T w and Tt, 2 Is determined from Sutherland's
formula (ref. 38)

= 1.462 x 10-61_1"5 1
+ 112 (16)

where T is ,iven in K and [_ is given in N-sec/m2; and the velocity gradient

zs determlned from the modlfzed Newtonlan relatzon for axisymmetrlc bodies

(ref. 40)

[

I 12(Pt,2 - P_)
?

= -- _ (17)rg Pt,2

The value of free-stream statlc pressure p= is determined from the relatzon
(ref. 38)

= 0"995Pt, y= + 1)M=_ y=- 1 y=-I (18)P
2 y=M= 2 - (y=- 1

where the quantity 0.995 represents a correction for imperfect-air effects. Although

y_ !s equal to 1.4 (ideal-air value) zn the CFHT, the ratio of speciflc heats in the

post-normal shock regzon Yt,2 is less than that in the free stream (y+ 9 _ 1.34).

Thus, the enthalpy at the stagnation point ht, 2 must be determzned from'imperfect -

air results (ref. 41). For 200 K < T < 1200 K, the imperfect-alr enthalpy h is

glven to wlthzn 0.1 percent by the equatzon

wh- = 3.51715 - 2.5041 x I0-4T + 5.5079 × I0-7T 2 - 1.7197 x 10-IOT 3 (19)
R T
gas

Values of ht, 2 and hw were obtained by using equatzon (19).

The Prandtl number at the wall Npr,w was assumed equal to 0.71. Because

Pm << Pt,2 at a Mach n_aber of 10, the heat-transfer rate determined from equa-

tion (13) Is a functlon of the measured quantltzes Tw, Tt, 2 (which Is nearly equal

to Tt, I (ref. 37)), Pt,2' and rg.

Measured v_lues of the heating rate are presented zn terms of the heat-transfer

coefflclent as deflned zn the equation

l

q (20)
Ch - T - T

aw w
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For a hemisphere in hypersonic flow, the adlabatic-wall temperature Taw at the

stagnatlon point is equa" to the stagnation temperature Tt, 2 (ref. 42). Because

Yaw is not equal to y_ for the CFHT flow condltions, the adiabatic-wall tempera-

ture for the flat plate was obtained from the relation

_]rU_ T,= R / T_ - I 2
_ gas T I + _ _rM (21)

h h +

aw _ 2 y_- I W 2

To obtaln an imperfect-alr expresslon for Taw as a function of haw, a first-order

least-squares fit was applled to the imperfect-alr data of reference 41 for

200 K < Taw < 1200 K. The resultlng equatlon is

h W

= 3.4056 + 2.3729 x I0-4T (22)
aw

R T aw
gas aw

and is accurate to within I percent. The nomlna! value of free-stream Mach number

for the present tests in the CFHT is 10.05, and the corresponding value of Tm

corrected for imperfect-alr effects is given to within 3 percent by the relation

T = 0.0492Tt, 2 (23)

By comblnlng eouatlons (21) to (23), settlng y_ equal to 1.4, and setting M

equal to 10.05, the adiabatlc-wall temperature is given by the relatlon

Taw = 7176(/1 + (1.409 x I0-5)Tt,2(I + 20.2Dr ) - 1) (24)

For a blunt body, where _r = I and Taw = Tt,2, thls expression is accurate to

wlthln 3 percent for 600 K _ Tt, 2 _ 1000 K.

The flow over the flat plate Is _pected to be laminar; hence, from refer-

ence 42, the recovery factor Is giv by the relation

_r = _Pr,w (25)

The reservoir temperature Tt, I for the test on the flat plate (run 14) was equal to

979 K. By settlng N_r w equal to 0.71 in equation (25), the value of Taw from
equation (24) ts equa_ _o 842.5 K.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Durabillty of Thln-Film Gages

From conslderatlon of the method of constroctlon, it Is obvlous that thin-skin

calorlmeter models are more substantlal, and thus less likely to be damaged by the
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flow, than thin-film models. Hence, a primary concern with the usage of thin-film

gages that face into the flow of conventional hypersonic wind tunnels is durability.

Another concern is performance. As noted previously, thin-film gages were developed

for use in impulse facilities. When used in a conventional wind tunnel, the gage

is subjected to flow for a period of time roughly 1000 times longer than that in an

impulse facility. Thus, the ability of the thin-film gage to survive the high-

temperature environment of the CFHT over a relatively long period of time without

being destroyed or suffering an appreciable change in physical characteristics was
uncertain.

Four thin-film gages with quartz hemisphere substrates and two with MACOR hemi-

sphere substrates were tested in the CFHT. Only one of the four quartz hemispheres

survived a test, whereas MACOR hemisphere no. I survived the six tests it was sub-

jected to and MACOR hemisphere no. 2 survived all nine tests. Post-test examination

of the quartz hemispheres revealed the substrate experienced very little sandblasting

by the flow. The palladium leads between the serpentine pattern and silver leaus

were wiped from the surface during t_e test period. (See fig. 8(a)). The output

of the first two quartz hemisphere gages tested indicated that the circuit opened

between 0.675 and 0.875 sec after the gage was injected into the flow.

Adhesive properties of sputtered thin films do not equal those of painted and

fired films (ref. 2). Thin-film gages fabricated previously without a chromium

sublayer exhibited very poor adhesion (could be wiped off the surface of the sub-

strate with a soft cloth). Application of the chromium sublayer i_proved adhesion

significantly, although a large variation in adhesive properties was observed between

_arious batches. This variation was determined by covering the gage with tape and

observing whether the gage remained fixed to the surface upon removal of the tape.

No such adhesion test was performed for the present thin-film hemispheres. The only

difference in the fabrication procedure between the quartz and MACOR hemispheres was

the material used as an overlayer on the thin-film gage. The quartz hemispheres

received a SiO 2 overlayer, whezeas the MACOR hemispheres received an AI203 overlayer.
(See the previous section entitled "Heat-Transfer Gages.") However, the contribution

of the overlayer to the difference in survivability between the MACOR and quartz

hemispheres is believed to be small. The fact that the initial gage resistance for

the MACOR hemispheres was 50 to 70 percent greater than that for the quarhz hemi-

spheres (appendix B) implies a rougher surface for the MACOR. This is as expected

from consideration of the composition of MACOR and the method used to fabricate the

hemispheres. The survivability of the MACOR hemispheres is attributed primarily to

the improved adhesion provided by the greater surface roughness.

Although the survival of the MACOR thin-film hemispheres under the hostile tem-

perature environment generated in the CFHT is encouraging, it should be noted that

models tested before and after the present study were sandblasted by solid contami-

nants carried in the flow. Such sandblasting is common to most hypersonic wind

tunnels add varies between facilities, depending on the conditzon of fllters, clean-

liness of the supply gas, and level of reservoir stagnation pressure and temperature.

New in-line filters ahead of the reservoir were installed in the CFHT immediately

prior to the present tests and are credited, in part, to the survival of the MACOR

gages.

Following the tests made in the CFHT, the two MACOR hemispheres were tested in

the CF 4 Tunnel. Th£se tests in the CF 4 Tunnel were performed for three primary
reasons: (I) to determine if the high-temperature tetrafluoromethane would have any

effect, such as corrosion, on the thin-film gages, (2) to subject the thin-film gages

to a somewhat higher flow-contamination level than that usually experienced in the
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CFHT, and (3) to obtain values of stagnation-point heat-transfer rate and time histo-

ries of the heat-transfer coefficient to supply information concerning the flow

characteristics of the CF 4 Tunnel.

Models tested in the CF 4 Tunnel previous to the present study had been severely

sandbla3ted by solid contaminants carried by the flow. The primary source of these

contaminants is rust-like particles. These particles form on the inner surface of

the stainless-steel heater tubing and are a result of the Freon gas reacting with the

tubing at elevated temperatures (ref. 33). (Freon is a trademark of E. I. du Pont

de Nemours & Co., Inc.) A rotating disk serving as a particle collector revealed

that most of the cor uaminants arrived at the test section during the nozzle starting

process, which requires about 3 sec. In an effort to reduce the level of contamina-

tion during the present tests, several changes were made in the operating procedure

of the CF4 Tunnel. The facility was operated at a lower heater, hence reservoir,

temperature than in previous tests. The heater tubing was evacuated and filled with

an inert gas (argon) between runs. One or two short, high-pressure runs were made

prior to actual testing to help clean the tubing out. The thin-film hemispheres were

injected into the flow approximately 5 sec after tunnel start. With these proce-

dures, the gages survived all three tests. The MACOR hemispheres (fig. 8(b)) were

somewhat discolored from the tests in the CF 4 Tunnel, but they did not suffer any
appreciable change in properties. It should also be noted that all five MACOR disks

survived both the runs they were subjected to.

Calibration of Thin-Film Gages

Calibrations of two _%COR thin-film hemispheres before, during, and after the

test series in the CFHT showed that large variationc in AR/AT occurred during the

tests. (See appendlx B.) For example, MACOR hemisphere no. I experienced a

45-percent decrease in _R/_T after four runs, and MACOR hemisphere no. 2 experi-

enced a 28-percent decrease after six runs. The corresponding decrease& in the

temperature coefficient of resistance _R were 6 and 3.3 percent, respectively. The

measured values of gage resistance prior to a run R o showed that the decrease in

R o with number of runs was accelerated by an increase in reservoir pressure, hence

maximum surface temperature. This variation in thin-film properties is attributed to

the _act that the films were not annealed prior to testing. The initial calibration

of the MACOR hemisphe£es was for temperatures from 297 K to only 353 K. This upper

temperature was established from previous studies to avoid decomposition of adhesives

used on various models. Thus, the thin-films deposited on the MACOR hemispheres were

not subjected to the high temperatures (in excess of 525 K (ref. 2)) required for

stabilization of the thin film prior to being tested in the CFHT.

The quartz thln-film hemispheres were initially calibrated between 297 K and

505 K. (See appendix B.) These calibrations revealed a discrepancy between the gage

resistance at a given temperature for ascending and descending temperature, indica-

tive of an annealing of the thin film. The contribution of the uncertainty in _R

to the inferred value of qt,2 for the quartz hemispheres is believed to be small,
since these uages were calibrated prior tc being tested. For the MACOR thin-film

data presented herein (last three runs in the CFHT), the MACOR gages had become

relatively stable and before-and-after calibrations showed a variation in aR less

than 3.2 percent.

After completion of the present tests in the CFHT, MACOR hemispheres nos. I

and 2 were examined for ohmic (I2R) heating effects. (See appendix B.) Although the
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resistance at a given temperature increased for values of the current greater than

10 mA, correspondlng values of _R varied less than 1.3 [_rcent over the range of

Io from I to 20 mA for both hemlspheres. Values of stagnatiop-polnt heat-transfer

rate inferred from the thln-fllm hemispheres correspond to excitatlon currents less

than 0.2 mA for tests In the CFHT and less than 0.8 mA for tests in the CF 4 Tunnel;
the current used during tests with the flat-plate model was less than 0.8 mA. For

such low levels of current, ohmic heating effects were negligible.

Time Hlstorles of Measured Outputs

Time histories of the pitot pressure, temperature inferred from the output of

the thermocouple attached to the inslde surface of a stainless-steel insert in a

MACCR hemisphere, milllvoit output of MACOR thin-film hemisphere no. 2, and the

output from a switch mounted on the injection mechanism are shown in figure 9 for

CFHT run 11 (Pt,1 = 2.4 MPa) and in figure 10 for CFHT run 13 (Pt,1 = 11.3 MPa).
Zero time corresponds to the instant that the output from the thin-film gage(s)

increases from the base-llne value, indicating initial exposure to the flow. (That

is, t = 0 denotes arrival at the plane of the nozzle wall durlng injection into the

flow.) The thermocouple output of the MACOR hemisphere wlth the insert (flg. 9)

begins to increase approximately 0.05 sec after the output of the thin-film gage

begins to increase. According to the injection-switch output, the tlme required for

the five-probe rake to travel from the plane of the nozzle wall to a posltlon within

5.1 cm of the nozzle center llne is about 0.4 sec. The time at whlch the full-scale

output of the injector swltcb is obtalned is designated as t' = 0. The pitot-

pressure probe is subjected to the flow at a later tlme than the he_ -transfer gages

since it was mounted to the left of these gages as vlewed by the flow. Because the

pressure transduc_ for the pltot pressure is mounted external to the tunnel, a

pressure lag will exist. For the low-pressure run (flg. 9), the transducer first

experiences an increase in pressure at a time of about 0.225 sec, and the pressure

tlme history Is characterlzed by an zncrease to a peak value, followed by a decrease

then Increase to a near-constant (wlthln 1 percent) value. Thls peak is belleved to

be due to the dynamlcs of the transducer as the dlaphrag_m Is pulsed and Is not

indicative of the true pressure history. The pltot-pressure ratlo Pt,2/Pt,1 was
essentlally constant for tlmes greater than 0.7 sec and the pressure ratio between

the time the hemispheres entered the test core and 0.7 sec is assumed equal to this

constant value of Pt,2/Pt,1 • As expected, the lag in pitot pressure at the highest

reservoir pressure (fig. 10) Is less than that at the lowest reservoir pressure, and

Pt,2 becomes constant at about the time that the five-probe rake comes to rest.

Time Histories of Substrate Surface Temperature and Heat-Transfer

Rate for Thln-Film Hemispheres

The variation in substrate surface temperature wlth time Is shown in fig-

ure 11(a) for a Iow-reservolr-pressure test In the CFHT and In flgure 11(b) for a

hlgh-pressure test. Prlor to the low-pressure test (run 11), MACOR hemisphere no. 2

had experienced slx tests, quartz hemisphere no. 4 had experienced two previous tests

but had been dama_]ed, and quartz hemisphere no. 2 was belng tested for the flrst

time. At a tlme of I sec for the low-pressure run (fig. 11(a)), the change in sur-

face temperature uf the substrate is about 150 K. This surface-temperature change

exceeds the c-'_bratlon temperature range for MACOR hemisphere no. 2 at the time of

the test. The surface-temperature change at a tlme of I sec for the hlgh-pressure

run (fig. 11(b)) is 210 K to 220 K.
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Calibrations performed immedaately after the high-pressure run (run 13) revealed

that the esistance of MACOR hemisphere no. 2 varied linearly with temperature for

AT equal to 210 K; however, the initial high-temperature calibration of MACOR hemi-

sphere no. I after run 13 showed that the variation of R with T became nonlinear

for AT > 125 K. That is, annealing was occurring during the rather long calibration

of the gage. Thus, the surface-temperature change inferred for MACOR hemisphere

no. I is expected to contain a larger uncertainty (approximately 4 percent% than that

for MACOR hemisphere no. 2 for times in excess of approximately 0.4 sec at the

highest reservoir pressure.

The surface-temperature change with time for MACOR hemisphere no. I in the CF 4

Tunnel as shown in figure 12 for reservoir pressures of 7.5 and 16.6 MPa. As

observed an the CFHT, AT w ancreases monotonically with t and is free of any

inflections over the time interval 0.1 < t < 2 sec. For a given time, the value o_

AT w at the highest reservoar pressure in the CF 4 Tunnel is less than that experi-

enced at the lowest reservoir pressure in the CFHT. Even at a time of 2 sec, AT w

in the CF 4 Tunnel is still within the linear range of the thin-fllm callbrations.

Time histories of stagnation-point heat transfer for runs 11 and 13 in the CFHT

are shown in figures 13(a) and 13(b), respectavely. The stagnation-point heat-

transfer rate inferred from the thin-film gages is observed to increase rapidly as

the hemispheres traverse the nozzle-wall boundary layer, reach a maximum value at a

time t of approximately 0.3 sec, and decrease monotonically thereafter. These

results (fig. 13) show that approximately 0.3 sec is required for the 5-probe survey

rake to travel through the nozzle-wall boundary layer; thus, the hemispheres experi-

ence inviscid test flow for about 0.15 sec prior to coming to rest within 5.1 cm of

the nozzle center line. The decrease in heat-transfer rate for t > 0.3 sec is due

to the corresponding increase of the hemisphere surface temperature with time and is,

naturally, more pronounced at the higher reservoir pressure because of the larger

change in surface temperature.

The stagnatlon-poant heat-transfer rate predicted by using the methoJ of refer-

ence 40 is compared with measurement In figure 13. The open symbols for the MACO_

hemlspheres in flgure 13 correspond to the substrate thermal conductivity k s being
assumed constant and to the correction factor accounting for the variation in

substrate thermal properties being near unity. The closed symbols denote k s = ks(T)

and a revlsed method for obtaining correction factors. (See appendix A.) The trend

of decreaslng heat-transfer rate wlth tlme for the lowest reservoir pressure

(flg. 13(a)) is predicted qulte well by the method of reference 40. Over the time

interval from 0.5 to 1.0 sec, the prediction is 2 to 3 percent greater than that

measured for the MACOR hemasphere no. 2 assumlng k s constant; for k s = ks(T),
measured heat-transfer rate exceeds prediction by 4 to 7 percent. At the highest

reservoir pressure (fig. 13(b)), the discrepancy between predicted heat-transfer rate

and that measured by MACOR hemisphere no. 2, assuming k s = Constant, increases with
time. (Thls dl_crepancy Is 13 percent at 0.5 sec and 19 percent at 1.0 sec.) A

slgnlflcant Improvement in the agreement between meas_rement and prediction oc_Irs

for the case k = k (T).
s s

From flgure 13(a), the values of stagnatlon-polnt heat-transfer rate measured

wlth the two quartz hemlspheres agree to within 10 percent; and the heat-transfer

rate obtalned from MACOR hemisphere no. 2, k _ k (T), agrees quite well with the

values of quartz hemisphere no. 2. Quartz he'sphere no. 2 was being tested for the

first time In run 11, whereas quartz hemisphere no. 4 had been damaged In previous

runs and Is believed to be less accurate than quartz hemlsphere no. 2. (See appen-

dlx C.) Unfortunately, CFHT run 11 (fig. 13(a)) provided the only opportunity to
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compare values of heat-transfer rate obtained from the MACOR hemispheres and quartz

hemispheres. In such a comparison, it is of interest to examine the magnitude of the

correction required to account for variation in substrate thermal properties. For a

surface-temperature change AT w of 140 K (fig. 11(a)), 8s is 1.30 times the value

at amblent temperature 8s, o for a quartz substrate (appendix A); for a MACOR sub-

strate, the ratio Rs/Ss,o is approximately 1.13. The correspondlng ratio of heat-

transfer rate for varlable 8 s to heat-transfer rate for constant 8s (that is,

(q)Ss(T)(t)/(q)Ss,o(t)), is 1.17 for quartz and 1.08 for MACOR. The magnltude of theJ

correction factor (q)Ss(T)/(q)Ss,o will be dlscussed in more detail subsequently.

Time Histories of Heat-Transfer Coefficlent for

Thin-Film Hemispheres

Although the heat-transfer rate varies with tlme, the stagnation-point heat-

_ _/(T - T ), where
transfer coefficlent _ = _,z/ aw w Taw = Tt,2 = Tt.1' is expected
to be nearly constant with time. (Examinatlon of eq. (13) shows C h varieb less

than 0.1 percent for _T w = 200 K.) The heat-transfer coefflcient for MACOR heml- i
sphere no. 2 is shown as a function of tlme for CFHT runs 11 and 13 in flgure 14. !

Also shown in figure 14 are predicted values (ref. 40) of the heat-transfer

coefflclent. The results for the low-reservolr pressure test (run 11) sh_w that the

heat-transfer coefficient is nearly constant (varles less than I percent) over the

time Interval of 0.5 to 1.0 sec. In fact, the heat-transfer coefflclent remained

essentially constant up to the last time that data were obtained (t = 1.625 sec),

correspondlng to _T w = 181K. For the high-reservoir pressure test (run 13), the

measured heat-transfer coefflclent decreases 5 percent between 0.5 and 1.0 sec, and

thls decrease Is nearly linear for 0.3 sec < t < 1.75 sec. This decrease in heat-

transfer coefflclent may be due, in part, to accounting incorrectly for the variation

of substrate thermal properties wlth temperature for MACOR.

The value initlally used for the thermal conductivity of MACOR (appendix A) was

determined by Dynatech R/D Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and was limited to a

range in temperature from 300 K to 400 K; thus, the value of k s at the high surface
temperatures experienced durlng runs 11 and 13 was unknown. The results of figure 14

suggest that a more accurate determlnation of k s for MACOP may be realized by
superlmposing the trend of k wlth T (see appendix A) measured by Wyle Laborato-

ries, Hampton, Vlrglnia, onto the value of k deduced for a temperature of 300 K.

The resultlng equation is

k = 0.013699 + 8.27529 x I0-6T (26)

where k is given in W/cm-K and T Is given In K.

The correctlon factor for MACOR was also modlfled, as dlscussed in appendlx A

and represented by equation (A9). The effect of these modlflcatlons to the expres-

slons used to infer heatlng rates for MACOR substrates is shown Ip figures 13 and 14

by the sol%d symbols. From fI_Jre 13, modelled heatlng rates were observed to exceed

pred%ction (ref. 40) by 4 to 7 percent for a range In time from 0.5 to 1.0 sec at the

lowest value of Pt,1 (f%g. 13(a)), whereas pred,ct_on exceeds the modifled values

by about 3 to 6 percent at the highest value of Pt,1 (flg. 13(b)). Turn%ng to flg-
ure 14, the modlfled heat-transfer coefflc%ent was observed to be constant to withln
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4 percent for both _eservoir pressure., and for a range in time from 0.5 to 1.0 sec.

These f=cts imply that equations (26), (A3b), (A3c), and (A9) provide a reasonably
[

accurate value of the heat-transfer rate over a wide range of AT w for MACOR

substrates. However, it must be emphasized that the method used to correct for the

variation in substrate thermal properties is quite crude, and additional study is

required in this area.

Tlme histories of the stagnation-point heat-transfer coefficient for MACOR thin-

film hemisphere no. I in the CF 4 Tunnel are shown in figure 15 for three reservoir
pressures. Values of the heat-transfer rate used to compute the heat-transfer coef-

ficient were obtained by using equation (A9). From figure 15, MACOR hemisphere no. I

reaches the invlscld test core in about 0.2 sec, although the rake does not reach a

p,,sitlon 7.62 cm below the nozzle center line until t z 1.36 sec, corresponding to

t' z 0. The heat-transfer coefficient is relatively constant over the time inter-

val 0.5 sec < t < 1.0 sec, increasing 4 to 5 percent for the three values of

reservoir pressure tested.

Tests with Thin-Film MACOR D_sks of Various Thicknesses

Another possible explanation, in part, for the measured variation of heat-

transfer coefficient wlth time is the assumpti.,n that the substrate behaves as an

inflnlte slab. Thls assumption may not be valid for the relatively long test times

of the present study. To examine the validity of the infinite-slab assumption

experlmentally, MACOR disks of various thicknesses were tested. Each of the five

dlsks had a thin-fllm gage at the center of the front surface confronting the flow

and a gage at the center of the rear surface, which was shielded from the flow.

These dlsks were _njected into the flow simultaneously. The measured chanoe in

surface temperature at the stagnatlon region Is shown In figure 16 as a function of

dlsk thlckness 9 for various tlmes and two reservoir pressures. These data show

that _T w Is approximately constant with thlckness for times less than I sec for

both reservolr pressures. For t < I sec, the value of AT w for the thinnest dlsk

( t = 1.27 mm) at a glven time exceeds that of the other disks. The effect of thls

Increase in _w on the heat-transfer rate calculated by assumlng a seml-lnflnlte

slab (eq. (7)) Is shown In flgure 17. For _ ) 2.54 mm, the heat-transfer rate is

nearly constant over the time _nterval from 0.5 to 4 sec (within 3 percent of

4.6 x 104 W/m2); whereas for J = 1.27 mm, the heat-transfer rate increases wlth •

tlme. Thus, the measured values of AT w and heatlng rates on the front of the disks

imply that the assumptlon of an lnflnlte slab is questlonable for the thlnnest disk.

The ratlo of the temperature change on the rear surface to that on the front

surface Is plotted as a functlon of _/2_'{_ in figure 18 for several thicknesses.

The heat-transfer rate measured on the rear surface Is shown in f_gure 19 as a func-

tlon of tlme for several thicknesses. The results of flgures la and 19 show that the

Inflnlte-slab assumptlon Is valid for substrate thicknesses greater than 3.81 mm for

the condltlons of the present study. _Is thickness _s close to the radlus of curva-

ture of the thln-f1Im hemlspheres. Although the substrate th%ckness normal to the

thln-flln_ gage on the hemlspheres exceeds 3.81 mm, lateral flow of heat may invall-

date the assumption of seml-lnf_nlte-slab behavlor, causing C h to increase with

t_me. The results of flgures 14 and 17 tend to imply that the varlat_on of C h wlth
t_me for the thlnmfllm hemispheres Is due prlmar%ly to th_ ,'ncertalnty In the method

used to correct for the var%at%on In subatrate thermal propertles for MACOR_ the

hemlspherlcal substrate Is bel%eved to behave as a sem_-Inflnlte slab at the

geometrlc stagnatlon polnt.
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Flat Plate Wlth Thin-Falm Gages

In order to examlne the performance of the thar--fllm gages in a low-heating

environment, the thln-film gages were tested on a • _cp-leading-edge flat p]ate in

the CFHT. The heat-transfer coefficlent measured at the surface of the plate wlth

2 (z = 6.55 and 9.40 cm) of the 13 thln-falm gages or the quartz substrate are shown

an figure 20 _s a functlon of time. The change In substrate surface temperature "as

less than 2.8 W for a tame Lnterval of I sec for both gages. The heat-transfer coef-

ficient was constant (within 1.7 percent of mean value) for a range an time t

from 0.3 to 2 sec. For tests involvang very small changes in surface te--erature,

the hagh sensitavity (signal-to-noise ratao) of the thin-film gag_s enjoys a dastinct

advantage ovex the thln-skan calorlmeter gages -nd, accordingly, are expected to

provide a more accurate value of measured heat _! rate.

Than-Skin Calorlmeter Heat-Transfer Gages

The time varaatlon of the anner surface temperature of the two contlnuous thln-

skan hemaspheres and the MACOR hemasphere with an ansert is _hown in figure 21.

These CFHT data correspond to a reservolr sfi_gnataon pressure of 11 MPa and are plot-

ted as a functlon of tame t. Zero time was determined from the _tput of the fast-

response thin-fllm hemaspL_res and represents the aoltlal ex, ure of the hemxspheres

to the nozzle boundary-layer flow durang the lnsezt_on process. Also lllustrated in

flgure 21 ls the tlme at whach the th:n-falm hemlspheres show that the heat-transfer

coefflcient becomes constant (t > 0.325 sec). From fagure 21, the anner surface tem-

perature of the _nsert In the MACOR hemlsphere Increas: 5 frum 301 K to 395 K over

the perlod of tlme from 0 to 0.9 sec. The surface-tempereture change is somewhat

less for the contanuous than-skan hemaspheres over thls same peraod, although the

data of the MACOR bemlsphere and of the thln-skln hemlsphere wlth a shell thlckness

of 1.034 mm are an close agreement from 0 to 0.6 sec. The surface-temperature tame

hastory repeats quzte well between runs 4 and 13 for the contanuous thln-skan heml-

sphere havlng a shell thlckness of 1.135 mm.

Conslder eguataons (2) and (20) an the form

dT /dt

(27a)
Ch = PmCm%eff T - T

t,2 w

or assumlng that T = T ,
w 1

C h _T l
dt = (27b)

DmCm_ef f Tt, 2 - T

For small tlme intervals (At < 0.25 sec), the maxlmum change in T_ for the thln-

skln hem%spheres _s approxlmately 40 K. From equatlon (4), the var_atlon in cm for
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this change in T i is less than 2.6 percent. If it is assumed that Cm, Pm, _eff,

and C h are con::tant, then integration gives

! \

Ch ['_Tt,2 - Ti, O

PmCm _e f f o

Thus, in the absence of conduction effects, the quantity in['Tt, 2 - Ti,o)/(Tt,2 - Ti)]
will vary linearly with time. As discussed in reference 5, data falling below the

linear fit indicate conduction of heat away from the area of the thermocouple, and

data lying above the flt indicate a flow of heat into the thermocouple area. Equa-

tion (28) also shows that the ideal va£iation of the inner surface temperature with

time is

Ch i
(t-t)

PmCm_e f f o

T = T - (Tt, 2 - T )e (29)l t,2 1.o

where Tt,2, Ti,o, Ch, Pm, Cm, and Zeff are assumed to be constant.

Returning to figure 21, the ideal variation of inner surface temperature with

tlme for the continuous thin-skln hemisphere with rm = 1.135 mm and run 13 is shown

for _eff = 0"75_m and _eff = _m" The value of to was selected as 0.35 sec and

C h = 900 W/m2-K. These predicted ideal variations are essentlally linear for a range

of tlme from 0.35 to 0.65 sec, and the measured T i diverges from these pre-

dlctlons with time. This dzvergence is indicatlve of conduction effects. It is

interestlng to note that using the value of Ch measured with a thin-film hemisphere _

in equation (29), assuming _eff = _m, provides a much more accurate description

of the measured T l with time than does _eff = 0"75_m" To establish the time at

which conductlon effects become signiflcant, the wall-temperature--time histories

for the thin-skin hemisphere with _m = 1.135 mm and for the MACOR hemisphere

with an insert are plotted in figure 22 in terms of in[(Tt, 2 - Ti,o)/(Tt, 2 - Ti)]

against tlme t' for run 4 (Pt,1 = 11MPa). The t me t at which time t' was
set equnl to zero was obtained from the injector-switch output. (For example,

t' = t - 0.55 sec for run 4.) Conduction effects become measurable for time t'

greater than 0.1 sec for both thin-skln gages, and the conduction of heat is, natu-

rally, away from the region of the thermocouple. This detectable loss of heat from

the region of the thermocouple at time t' in excess of 0.1 sec is less for the

MACOR hemisphere than for the stainless-steel hemisphere. Based on the results of

flgure 22, values of stagnation-point heat-transfer rate inferred from thin-skin

gages and presented herein correspond to slopes dTl/dt obtained for a range of t'

from -0.125 to 0 sec and are believed to be relatively free of conduction effects, t

Results slmllar to those presented in figure 22 are presented in figure 23 for

CFHT ran I, correspondlng to Pt,1 = 2.4 MPa. The results of figure 23 show that the
MACOR hemlsphere does not appear to experience signlflcant conduction effects for
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times t' up to approximately 0.3 sec. However, condt'ction effects are evident for

the thin-skin hemisphere for times t' greater than 0.1 sec, as was also observed at

higher reservoir pressure. !

Comparlson of Stagnation-Point Heat-T£ansfer Rates From

Thin-Film and Thin-Skin Hemispheres

Values of the stagnation-point heat-transfer coefficient qt,2/(Tt,2, Tw )
measured w_th the thin-film bemlspheres and the thin-skin hemispheres in both wind

tunnels are shown in figure 24 as a function of /P_9---_" For the CFHT data, the

stagnation-point heat-transfer rate qt,2 and surface temperature Tw for the thin-

f11m hemispheres correspond to a time t' equal to -0.125 sec; values of qt,2 for

the thin-skin hemispheres correspond to the slope dTi/dt obtained over the time

interval t' from -0.125 to 0 sec. The surface temperature Tw for the thin-skln

hemispheres corresponds to the thermocouple readout at t' = 0. For the CF4 Tunnel
data, the heat-transfer coefficient for the thin-film hemispheres was evaluated at

a time t of 0.4 sec; the slope dTi/dt for the thin-skin hemisphere was obtained
from a second-order fit over a 0.4-sec time interval. The minimum time for this

interval corresponds to the time at which the thin-film hemispheres show that the

hemlsph_ros have passed through the nozzle boundary layer and are traveling within

the inv_scid test core. The effective skin thickness _m was used in equation (2)

to compute the heat-transfer rate for the thin-skin hemispheres. Heat-transfer rates

for the MACOR thin-film hemispheres correspond to equations (A3b), (A3c), and (26)

for 8s and to equation (Ag) for the correction for variation in substrate
properties.

Also shown in flgure 24 are values of the stagnation-point heat-transfer coef-

flcient measured on a 10.16-cm-diameter, continuous thin-skln sphere model. Thls

model was tested in the Langley 20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel (ref. 32) over a wide range of

reservoir pressure as part of another study (unpublished) and also in the CF 4 Tun-
nel. Results from thls 10.16-cm-diameter sphere are presented in figure 24 for com-

parison purposes, and are summarlzed In the following table for the tests performed
in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel:

Pt,2,

Tw, K Tt,2, K ref. 40,
kPa , W/m2_K W/m2_K

6.13 347.4 301.5 504.3 105.5 105.1

11.5! 477.5 300.4 492.6 143.0 143.5

53.78 1028.9 305.4 490.7 306.7 309.8

98.08 1389.5 315.9 504.0 427.8 420.2

This table shows that measured values of Ch at the stagnation point of thls large
sphere are predlcted to wlthln 2 percent by the method of reference 40 for the Ideal-
alr flow of the 20-1nch Mach 6 Tunnel.
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The results obtained in the CFHT are compared wlth prediction (ref. 40) in fig-

ure 24. This prediction corresponds to rg = 4.064 mm, M_ = 10, Tw = 400 K, and

Tt, 2 = 980 K. The value of T w represents a mean value, and it should be noted that

increaslng T w from 300 K to 500 K changes the predlcted value of Ch only 0.5 per-

cent. In view of the uncertalntles associated with the present measurements (appen-

dlx C), the agreement between the values of heat-transfer coefficient obtalned with

the 'hln-fllm hemispheres and MACOR hemisphere wlth an insert as quite good (within

approximately 5 percent). The values of Ch from these hemispheres also agree to

within 5 percent of predlct_on (ref. 40) for the present range of _Pt,2/rg.
Relatively poor agreement exists between the continuous thin-skin hemisphere and the

other hemisphezes. Values of Ch inferred from the continuous thin-skin hemisphere

are approximately 30 percent less than predicted values. Because the thin-film and

thln-skan hemispheres have essentially the same diameter, any effects due to vibra-

tlonal nonequilibrlu_, (ref. 43) or to viscosity (Reynolds number) should be of about

the same magnitude for both types of gages. Thus, nonequilibrium and viscous effects

are not expected to contribute to the discrepancy observed in figure 24 between the

continuous thin-skln hemisphere and the other hemispheles.

The primary reason for the large difference between predicted C h and measured

C h wlth the contlnuous thin-skln hemisphere and C h measured with the other hemi-

spheres is attrlbuted to the nose ueometry of the continuous thln-skin hemisphere.

Measurements of the outer surface contour on an optical comparator (fig. 3) revealed

that the nose reglon of the continuous thin-skin hemisphere was flattened. This may

also be the case for the inner surface; that is, the shell is not spherical in the

stagnataon region. For the case of a flattened ne_, the geometric curvature cor-

rectlon factor _ for the element of the shell In the vicinity of the thermocouple

wall approach the value for a dlsk, whlch as unity. Hence, the true value of reff

ts expected to be larger than that computed, assuming a spherical nose (eq. 5(a)).

thus ylelding a h_gher value of the heat-transfer coefficient. This effect, coupled

wath the decrease in the sta_at_on-reglon veloclty gradaent due to the flattened

nose, is belleved to cause the heat-transfer coeffacient to be too small for the

contlnuous thln-skln hemisphere.

The CF 4 data provide an opportunity to compare the results for the small heml-

spheres wlth those for the large sphere for the same flow conditions (free-stream

quantatzes, free-stream turbulence level, and flow-contamlnatlon level). For the

sake of comparlson, values of Ch predicted by uslng the method of reference 40 are

shown in flgure 24, where the Inputs represent the present CF 4 flow conditions. The

values of Ch measured on the large sphere agree to wathln 10 percent of thls quasa

CF 4 predactlon (the correlations of ref. 40 are based on air properties), whereas

values of Ch measured with the MACOR thln-film hemispheres are 15 to 20 percent

lower than thls predlctlon. Thls larger discrepancy with the hemispheres may be due

to vlbratzonal nonequlllbrium _ffects. For vibrational equillbrlum flow to exist in

the shock layer, the relaxattoD distance must be less than the ShOCk-detachment

dlstan_'e. Thls Impiles that the vibrational relaxation time must be less than

3.5 × 10 -6 sec to prov!de equillbrium flow in the post-normal shock region of the

small hemispheres for the present CF 4 test conditions. Thls relaxation time Is close

to the value glven in reference 44 for CF 4 flow at a Mach number of 6. Thus, there
ts a hlgh probabllaty that vibrational nonequlllbrlum flow existed wathin the shock

layer of the small hell, spheres, whlch would tend to decrease the value of stagnatJon-

polnt heat-transfer rate.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

A comparison of thin-film resistance heat-transfer gages, developed for use in

supersonic-hypersonic impulse facilities having run times less than 0.01 sec, with

thin-skin transient calorimeter gages has been performed in the Langley Continuous-

Flow Hypersonic Tunnel (CFHT) and in the Langley Hypersonic CF 4 Tunnel (CF 4 Tun-

nel). Thin-film gages deposited at the stagnation region of small (8.1-mm-diameter)

hemispheres of quartz or of a machinable glass-ceramic provided a test of durability

and performance in the high-temperature environment of these two wind tunnels. The

performance of these gages at _uch lower temperatures and heat-transfer rates was

examined by installing the gages flush with the surface of a sharp-leading-edge flat

plate. Also tested were 6.1-mm-diameter hemispheres utilizing the thin-skin tran-

sient calorimetry technique generally employed in conventional hypersonic wind

tunnels. Two different methods of construction of these thin-skin hemispheres were

tested. One hemisphere was a thin shell of stainless steel with a thermocouple

attached to the inner surface at the stagnation region. The other hemisphere was

fabricated from a machinable-glass-ceramic and had a small stainless-steel insert,

with a thermocouple attached to the backside, installed at the stagnation region.

The thin-film and thin-skin heat-transfer gages were tested at a nominal free-stream

Mach number of 10, a range of reservoir pressure from 2.4 to 11MPa, and a reservoir

temperature of 990 K in the CFHT; and at a Mach number of 6.2, they were tested in

the CF 4 Tunnel for a range of reservoir pressure of 7 to 17 MPa and a reservoir tem-
perature of 680 K. Five hemispheres were installed in a survey rake and injected

into the tunnels so that all five experienced the flow simultaneously. Measured

values of heat-transfer rate from the different hemispheres were compared with one

another and with predicted values.

The present study demonstrated the feasibility of using thin-film resistance

heat-transfer gages in conventional hypersonic wind tunnels over a wide range of

condltlons. These gages offer the followlng advantages over the translent calorim-

eter contlnuous thln-skin gages: (I) The fast response provldes a detailed time

history of th6 heat-transfer rate. Thi9 [me history allows the passage of the model

through the nozzle boundary layer to be .,onitored during the insertion process, and

it provides information on the flow establishment over the model and the steadiness

of the flow. (2) Their high sensitivity allows the same gage to be used for a wide

range of surface heat-transfer rates. (3) Many gages can be deposited in a small

area without concern for conduction effects or large corrections to determine the

effective skin thickness. (4) Since the gages are deposited on the outer surface,

their location can be accurately determined. (5) Thin-film gages eliminate the need

to measure a skin thickness to an accuracy of 0.015 mm, sometimes an impossible feat

on a complex model. The primary disadvantages of the thin-film gage are its suscep-

tibility to damage when facing the flow and the large corrections required to account

for the variation of subst_ate thermal properties with temperature. Using a thin-

skin insert in an insulator also provides advantages over the continuous thin-skin

gage. For example, it reduces conduction effects, decreases correction for the

effective skin thickness, allows for more accurate me&surement of skin thickness

regardless of model complexity, permits more accurate location of the gage on the

model surface, simplifies model fabrication and thermocouple installation, and allows

variatlon of the thin-skin thickness over the model according to expected heating

rates, thereby optimizing output. The thin-skin insert does not furnish a detailed

time history or ]lave the sensitivity of a thin-film gage, and it has the disadvantage
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of producing a discontinuity in the surface finish and the surface temperature.

Values of heat-transfer coefficient measured with the thin-film hemisphere and

machinable-glass-ceramic hemisphere with an insert agreed to within 5 percent of

one another and with predicted values.

Langley Research Center

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Hampton, VA 23665
October 9, 1981
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APPE_D IX A

EFFECT OF THE VARIATION IN SUPSTRATE THERMAL PROPEFfIES OF

THIN-FILM RESISTANCE GAGES ON INFERreD HEAT-TRANSFER RATE

In the derivation of the basic equation used to deduce the heat-transfer rate

from a change in surface temperature measured with a thin-film resistance gage

(eq. (6)), substrate thermal properties were assumed constant. For the high surface

temperatures experienced by the thin-film hemispheres tested in the CFHT and CF 4
Tunnels, this assumption is not valid. From equation (6), it is seen that the prod-

uct _ is important, rather than the seFarate quantities Ps, Cs, and ks;

thus, the variation of 8s (defined as /PsCsks ) with temperature must be accurately
known to minimize tht_ uncertainty in deduced heating rate at high surface tempera-

tures. Unfortunately, the problem goes beyond knowing the variation of 8s with i
temperature since the heating rate determined from equation (6) or (7) cannot be

corrected accurately for variation zn substrate thermal properties by simply multi-

plying by 8s(T)/Ss, o. In this appendix, methods for correcting the heat-transfer !

rate for variable substrate properties _ill be discussed, along with _he procedure

used to determlne the quantity 8s as a function of temperature. I

Thermal Proper_ _es of Substrate Materials

The temperature dependence of density 0, specific heat c, and thermal con-

ductivity k for Pyrex 7740, quartz, and M_OR are discussed in this section.

Although Pyrex was not used as a substrate in the present study, it is probably the

most commonly used substrate mater_al. Accordingly, several methods for correcting

equatlon (6) for the variation of substrate propertles used Pyrex to obtain correc-

tlon factors. (See refs. 11 and 22.) For this reason, Pyrex 7740 is conszdered

along wzth quartz and MACOR.

Equations for k, c, and 0 as a function of temperature were obtained for

Pyrex 7740 and quartz by applying curve fits to the data of references 11 and 45.

These equations are given as follows with 297 K < T < 600 K:

Pyrex 7740:

K = 1.51458 X 10-2 -- 5.90677 X I0-5T + 1.81645 X I0-7T 2 W/cm-K (A1a)

-2 -3 -6 2
c = -8.54140 x 10 + 4.28391 x 10 T - 5.74819 x 10 T

-9 3
+ 3.10468 x 10 T W-sec/g-K (Alb)

p = 2.227 g/cm 3 (A1c)

Quartz:

k = 3.08379 x 10-2 - 1.16501 x |0-4T + 2.06385 x 10-7T 2 W/cm-K (A2a)
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c = -7.94345 x 10-2 + 3.92507 x I0-3T - 4.50433 x 10-6T 2

-9 3
+ 1.89858 × 10 T W-sec/g-K (A2b)

p = 2.1925 g/cm 3 (A2c)

The equations for specific heat c for Pyrex and quartz (eqs. (Alb) and (A2b),

respectively) represent curve fits to the data of references 11 and 45; equations for

thermal conductivity k for Pyrex and quartz (eqs. (Ala) and (A2a), respectively)

represent curve fits to the data of reference 11 only. The data of reference 11 were

obtained by subjecting platinum films painted on Pyrex and cpiartz substrates to a

square-current pulse. This technique yielded the product pck, and the values of

k were determined by using available specific-heat data and the density p. The

electrical-discharge technique is commonly used to determine 8, since diffusion of

film material into the substrate during the film deposition and firing process may

significantly change the thermal properties of the substrate (ref. 11); that is, the

bulk values of c and k are not applicable. The data of reference 45 represent

an assembly of thermal properties from a number of sources and are bulk values. The

equation for specific heat c for Pyrex (eq. (A1b)) agrees to within 1.7 percent

of the data of references 11 and 45, and equation (A2b) for quartz agrees to within

1.5 percent for 295 K < T < 600 K. The data of reference 11 were obtained for L

297 K < T < 447 K; hence, the expressions for k correspond to this temperature I

range. However, values of k from these expressions correspondlng to T > 447 K

fall within the data scatter of reference 45 for temperatures up to 600 K; thus,

equatlons (Ala) and (A2a) are believed to be valid for 295 K < T < 600 K.

Although actual values of 8 may be quite different from bulk values for l_'

Pyrex, the actual values of _ for bulk properties of quartz are in close agree-

ment with the value obtained by using the discharge technique (refs. 2 and 11).

In general, the value of 8 for quartz at a temperature of 295 K ranges from 1510 to

1535 W-secl/2/m2-K in the literature. For this temperature of 295 K, equations (A2)

yleld a value of 8 equal to 1525 W-secl/2/m2-K, which is within 0.2 percent of the

mean value inferred from the literature. Hence, the uncertainty in the inferred

heat-transfer rate due to the uncertainty in 8s, o at low temperatures is believed
to be less than I percent for quartz.

The posslble loss of accuracy associated wlth the variatlon of substrate thermal

properties during a test makes the use of alternate substrates, such as ceramics, |

worthy of investlgatlon. For example, the variation of 8 for beryllia is less than i|i

1 percent for a temperature change of 160 K (ref. 2). In the present study, MACOR, a

glass-ceramic that may be safely machined with conventional metal-woYking tools and

technlques (ref. 34), was used as a substrate. MACOR consists of a highly inter-

locked array of plate-llke mica crystals dispersed throughout a g]- y matrix and is

referred to as Code 9658. i

The thermal product 8 for MACOR was determined initially from the following

equations :

For 300 K < T < 400 K,

k = 0.01614 W/cm-K (A3a)
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For 295 K < T < 673 K,

c = 0.19353 + 3.34813 x 10-3T - 1.00161 x 10-5T 2 + 2.81125 x I0-8T 3

- 4.24805 x 10-4T 4 + 2.33433 x I0-14T 5 W-sec/g-K (A3b)

For 298 K < T < 773 K,

p = 2.54384 - 8.0 x I0-5T g/cm 3 {A3c_

The variation of /_s//Ps,oCs,oks,o with temperature is shown in figure 25 for
MACOR, as well as for Pyrex and quartz.

Unlike the value of 8 for quartz (eqs. (A2)), the value of 8 for MACOR

(eqs. (A3)) represents bulk properties only. The expressions for density and

specific heat for MACOR represent curve fits to data obtained from private communica-

tion wxth the author of reference 34 and from analysis of samples sent to Dynatech

R/D Company (unpublished data). The values of specific heat from these two sources

agree to withln I percent for a range of ten_e'a_ure from 295 to 420 K. The value of

thermal conductivity k of MACOR at ambient :.,_erature (T _ 300 K) represents an

average of the value presented in reference 34 (0.168 W/cm-K) and that measured at

Dynatech R/D Company by using the comparative method (0.155 W/cm-K). This compara-

tive method revealed that the thermal conductivlty of MACOR is essentially constant

between 295 K and 420 K. However, tests performed by Wyle Laboratories on the same

MACOR sample and using the comparative method showed a 6.2-percent increase in

thermal conductivity with increase in temperature from 316 K to 453 K.

A fourth source of thermal propertle for MACOR was provided by Theodore R.

Creel, Jr., of the Langley Research Center. The thermal product 8 was inferred for

quartz and MACOR samples by using the step-input heat-rate method described in

reference 46. The results of these measurements are presented in figure 26, where

8 is plotted as a function of temperature. The measurements are represented by
first-order and second-order _rve fits to the data; also shown in figure 26 are

values of 8 for quartz predicted from equation (A2) and values for MACOR predicted

from equations (A3b), (A3c), and (26). Measured values of 8 using the method of

reference 46 are approximately 2.5 to 7 percent less than predicted values for quartz

and are 4 to 7 percent less than those predicted for MACOR. Because the same

procedure was used to infer 8 for quartz and MACOR and the values predicted for

quartz are believed to be quite accurate, the results of figure 26 imply that

equations (A3h), (A3c_, and (26) provxde a reasonably accurate value of 8 for bulk

MACOR.

It should be noted that the thermal product 8 for MACOR has been determined

experlmentally at Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, New York_ by using

electrical pulses through platinum films painted on MACOR buttons. (The unpublished

results of thls study performed at Calspan were furnished to the author by Charles E.

Wittllff of Calspan.) In order to obtain information on the quality control of the

glass-ceramic materlal, the button= were fabricated from different manufacturlng

batches. These tests yielded a mean value of 8 equal to 2008 W-secl/2/m2-K with a

standard deviatlon of 5 percent. For a temperature of 298 K, the value of 8 from
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equations (A3) is 1765 _ 3ecl/2/m2-K; hence, a discrepancy of 14 percent exists

between equations (A3) and the Calspan data for the v_lue of @ for MACOR at room

temperature.

The value of 8 obtained from equations (A3) for MACOR represents a bulk prop-

erty, whereas the value from the Calspan study accounts for any variation in sub-

strate thermal propertles that may occur during the curing process. These changes
[

are attrlbuted to a diffusion of the metallic thin film, painted on the surface of ,,

the substrate, into the substrate material when the gage is cured at temperatures up

to 950 K. This _iring Is performed to provlde a bond of the film to the substrate.

The fabrication of the present gages differs from the procedure used at Calspan. The

film is sputtered onto the surface of the substrate an6 the gage is subjected to a

lower temperature. For the present nethod of fabrication, the change in substrate

thermal properties from bulk values may be much smaller than that observed in the

Calspan study.

Correctlon Factor Accounting for Variation in Substrate

Properties With Temperature

Noting that the diffusivity _ was only slightly temperature dependent for

AT_ < 150 K, Hartunian and Varwig (ref. 11) obtained an approximate correction fac-
tor for heat-transfer rate that accounts for variation in thermal properties for

Pyrex 7740 and quartz substrates. This correction has the form

(q)_ (T) TW o--273 Tw _
= I + b + To - 2._ Tw / log10 I + To - 273 - 0.43 (A4)

(q) _s,o •

where TO and Tw are given in K, b = 4.73 for Pyrex, and b = 1.75 for quartz.

This correction factor is shown in figure 27 for Pyrex and quartz, where the

ratio of heat-transfer rate for variable substrate properties to heat-transfer rate

for constant properties (q)Ss(T)/(q)Ss is plotted as a function of change in,o

surface temperature ATw . The results of flgure 27 show that the corzectlon factor
required for a quartz substrate is less than that for Pyrex. The correction factor

for Pyrex Is signlficant (greater than 5 percent) for temperature changes in excess

of 15 K, compared ,ith 45 K for quartz. This is one of the primary reasons quartz

is frequently selected over Pyrex as the substrate material for heat-transfer

gages. Another reason is that the thermal properties for quartz are well documented,

and dlscrepancles between experimentally observed values of the thermal product and

theoretlcal values are less for quartz, as will be discussed subsequently.

Cook (refs. 22 and 23) performed a theoretical study of the effect of variable

therma I propertles on the heat-transfer rate deduced from surface-temperature

measurements. Values of the heating rate were computed rigorously for Pyrex 7740;

the thermal properties of Pyrex 7740 were obtalned from the measurements of Hartun_an

and Varwig (ref. 11). The thermal conductivity k s was assumed to vary linearly
wlth temperatur_ (ref_ 16); that is, a linear curve flt was applled to the data of

reference 11. Computations were performed for two boundary conditions, corresponding

to a step change in temperature (_ = Constant), as observed on the wall of a shock
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tube for laminar boundary layer, and to a constant heat-transfer rate for which the

surface-temperature changes as _(_ = _r_). The results of these computations were

(_)Ss ( " against surfaceplotted in references 22 and 23 in terms of T)/(q)Ss,o

temperature, and these curves are also shown in figure 27. Correction factors

computed by Cook for Pyrex are 6 to 7 percent less than those estimated by Hartunian

and Varwig (ref. 11) between values of AT w of 100 K and 150 K. As discussed in

reference 2, no straightforward technique exists for correcting for variable thermal

properties except for the cases where _(t) = Constant and q(t) = t-I/23 and even

in these simple cases large discrepancies exlst between the corrections recommended.

As observed in figure 27, values of (q)Ss(T)/(q)Ss co_uted by Cookeo

(refs. 22 and 23) for Pyrex vary linearly with change in surface temperature. This

variation for the boundary condltion correspondlng to a constant heating rate

(_ = /t) is given by the relatlon

(_)Ss(T)(t)/(_)Ss,o(t) = I + 0.00233 ATw(t) (A5)

By assuming that thls ratio of heatlng rates also varies linearly with ATw(t) for

quartz for a value of _T w less than 200 K, then

(8 /B )
= A-- " S S,_______Oquartz_ (A6)

1 _(1 + 0"00233 ";lw'(SS/Rs,o)Pvrex ]Squartz _--_w[

where @s/gs,o is a function of AT w. The values of 8s/Ss, O required to determlne
the slope s for quartz In equatlon (A6) were determlned from equations (At) and

(A2). Although the slope s for quartz determined from equatlon (A6) Is a functlon

of ATw, the maxlmum error in the correction factor for _T w from 100 K to 200 K Is

less than 2 percent for a constant value of s equal to 0.0012. Thus, the rat!o of

heatlng rates for quartz Is g_ven by the relatlon

(4)Ss(T)(t)/(_)Ss,o(t) = I + 0.0012 _Tw(t) (A7)

An Independent estlmate of the slope for quartz of 0.001 was obtalned from Wllliam J.

Cook vla prlvate communlcatzon (author of refs. 22 and 23). At AT w = 150 K, the

ratlo of heatlng rates or correctlon factor correspondlng to thls slope of 0.001 Is

wlthln 2.6 percent of that from equation (AT).

From flgure 27, the correctlon factor for quartz Inferred from Cook's correctlon

factor for Pyrex (eq. (A7)) Is observed to be In close agreement (wlthln 2.2 per-

cent for the range of AT w In flg. 27) wlth that derlved by Hartunlan and Varwlg

(ref. 11). Equatlon (A7) was used to correct the value of heating rate calculated

from equatlon (7) with 8 constant for thln-fllm gages havlng quartz substrates In

the present study.
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The present study provided an opportunity to compare values of heat-transfer

rate obtained by using quartz and MACOR substrates for a given model geometry and

flow condition. By assuming that the value of 8s,o and the ratio (_)8(T)/(_)Ss,o

are well known for quartz, this comparison should provide an insight to the correct

values for MACOR. A similar study was performed in the Langley Expansion Tube when

thin-film gages on a MACOR substrate were tested on the center line of a sharp-

leadlng-edge flat plate. Thin-film gages located fore and aft of the MACOR substrate

were deposited on quartz substrates. For the 200-_sec test period, the surface-

temperature increase was less than approxlmately 5 K. By using the values of 8s,o
from equations (A2) for quartz and from equations (A3) for _%COR, a relatively

smooth, monotonic decrease in heat-transfer rate wlth distance from the leading edge

was observed for the three substrates. Thus, it was concluded that equations (A3)

provlded a reasonably accurate value of Rs, o for MACOR.

Data obtained in this study with the MACOR thin-film hemispheres were initially

reduced by using the value of thermal conductivity given in equation (A3a) and cor-

rection factors ((q)_(T)/(q)Ss,o) derived in the same manner as those for quartz

(that is, eq. (A6), where quartz is replaced by MACOR). This method resulted in such

a small value of the slope that the correction factor was within I percent of unity

for tempelature changes AT w up to 200 K. After the initial analysis of the present

data for the MACOR hemlspheres, the t_ermal conductivity of MACOR was given a

temperature dependence (eq. (26)). Also, the procedure for obtaining the correction

factors was revised, since the variatlon of 8s with ATw for MACOR relative to
that for Pyrex 7740 differs from the variation of quartz. (See fig. 28.) Thus,

= Squartzl 8s/Ssto quartz (A8)

SMACOR Spyre x L(8 /R ) (Ss/Ss, o)s s,o MACOR Pyre

where Spyre x = 0.0023 per K, Squartz = 0.0012 per K, and the mean value of the

quantlty in the bracket for _Tw between 50 K and 150 K was used. The resulting
_elation for the correctlon factor for a MACOR substrate is

(q)8(T)(t)/(q)Ss,u(t) - 1 + 0.0006 ATw(t) (A9)

It must be emphaslzed that equation (A9) represents a crude method for correcting for

the variation of thermal properties for MACOR. Additional study is required in this

area if reliable values of (q)8(T) for MACOR substrates at ATw > 5C K are to be
obtained.
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CALIBRATION RESULTS FOR THIN-FILM GAGES BEFORE, DURING,

AND AFTER TESTS IN THE CFHT

Calibration data, in terms of thin-film gage resistance as a function of temper-

ature, are _hown in figure 29 for the two MACOR hemispheres and for two quartz hemi-

spheres. These calibrations were made before, during, and after the present tests

and the gage current was I mA. In figure 29(a), the variation in gage resiqtance

for a temperature change from 298 K to 353 K is shown for MACOR hemispheres nos. I

and 2. Calibration data obtained prior to any testing in the CFHT are represented

by the circles, and the square symbols represent data obtained midway through the

test :_ries. (At the m/dpoint, MACOR hemisphere no. I had been tested four times

and MACOR hemisphere no. 2 six times.) Other symbols denote calibration data

obtained after the tests were completed in the CFHT. The results of flgure 29(a)

show that MACOR hemisphere no. I experlenced a 45-percent change in slope dR/dT and

a 6.3-percent change in UR after four tests; MACOR hemisphere no. 2 changed 28 per-

cent In dR/dT and 3.3 percent in _R" Calibratlons performed after the test series
revealed that both MACOR hemispheres experlenced an 8-percent change in dR/dT and a

2.3- to 3.2-percent change in UR between th_ mldtest calibration and this post-test

callbratlon. The calibration results of flgure 29(a) demonstrate that the palladium

films were annealed by exposure to the high-temperature flow of the CFHT. (Annealing

metal films generally results in a lowering of the reslstance.)

Thin-film resistance measured prior to each run in the CFHT and CF 4 Tunnel is
pregented in the following table for both MACOR hemispheres and the quartz hemi-

sphere no. 4:

!

Tunnel _un Pt,1' MPa To, K I Measured Ro, Q, for hemisphere -

lMACOR no. I MACOR no. 2 Quartz no. 4

CFHT I 2.4 300.4 207

CFHT 2 2.4 302.1 208

CFHT 3 5.1 303.2 224 208

CFHT 4 11.0 302.6 174 181

CFHT 6 2.4 300.4 165 168 124

CFHT 7 5.1 301.5 165 168 139

CFHT 11 2.4 299.3 166 142

CFHT 12 2.5 298.2 164 166 145

CFHT 13 11.3 296.5 163 165

CF 4 645 7.5 300.4 145 150

CF 4 646 11.2 300.9 146 151

CF 4 647 16.6 302.6 "48 154

T_.e resistance Ro measured for MACOR hemisphere no. 2 remained unchanged after the

first two tests in the CFHT at low-reservoir stagnation pressure Pt,1; however,

R° decreased approximately 15 percent after the test at Pt,1 " 5.2 MPa and
decreased 24 percent from the prerur I value after a test at the highest reservoir
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pressure, Pt,1 = 11 MPa. The reslstance Ro remalned relatively unchanged for the
remainlng CFHT tests and remained essentially constant for the three tests in the

CF 4 Tunnel. MACOR hemisphere no. I experienced the same Lrend. The results of fig-

ure 29(a) and the values of Ro in the previously given table illustrate that the

MACOR hemispheres were not condlt_oned properly for testing in the CFHT. However,

for CFHT runs 11, 12, and 13, these results imply that the uncertalnty in heat-

transfer rate determined for MACOR hemispheres nos. I and 2 due to the uncertalnty in

_R is less than 3 percent. (It should be noted that because of an incorrect set-

ting on the differentlal amplifiers, heat-transfer rates to the hemispheres contain-

Ing thln-fllm gages were measured successfully only for the last three runs (11, 12,

and 13) of this series.)

Calibratlon results for quartz hemispheres nos. 2 and 4 are presented in fig-

ure 29(b). The quartz hemispheres used in this study were initially calibrated

(series I, of fig. 29(b)) between 297 K and 505 K. Quartz hemisphere no. 2 was

calibrated twice b.fore being tested and was destroyed during its initial test

(run 11). Unlike quartz hemisphere no. 2, hemlsphere no. 4 had survived two previous

tests before belng calibrated the second time (series 2, of fig. 29(b)). As shown in

figure 8, hemisphere no. 4 suffered some damage durlng its initial test. From the

initlal callbration data presented in figure 29(b), a marked difference as observed

between the ascendlng and descendlng (denoted by flagged syr.,bols) values of resis-

tance R for a given temperature T, indicative of annealing. The variation of R

wlth T becomes nonlinear for T > 422 K during the ascent phase of the calibra-

tlon, but it is nearly linear for the descent phase over the temperature range from

505 K to 297 K. The results for the second calibration performed on quartz hemi-

sphere no. 2 for a temperature range from 297 K to 353 K are in good agreement with

the descending phase of the flrst calibratlon. Thus, a condltioning of this hemi-

sphere occurred durlng the first calibration to a relatively high temperature, and

the gage reslstance at a temperature of 297 K remalned essentlally constant between

the two callbratlons. Quartz hemisphere no. 4 experlenced the same trend as

hemasphere no. 2 durlng the Inltlal, high-temperature callbratlon, although the

varlatlon in resistance for a given temperature was not as pronounced. The results

of flgure 29(b) again demonstrate that the thln-fllm gage must be annealed at high

temperatures prior to calLbratlon and testing.

The increase in resistance for a given temperature between the two callbratlons

for quartz hemlsphere no. 4, as shown in figure 29(b) and in the previous table, is

attributed prlmarily to the erosion of the palladium leads between the serpentine

pattern and the silver leads during the first test. This erosion results In the ledd

resistance no longer belng small compared with the resistance of the serpentine

pattern, thereby increasing the resistance between the silv._r leads.

Following the last test in the CFHT, MACOR hemispheres nos. I and 2 were call-

brated between 297 K and 380 K to obtaln a value of _R to compare with the value

obtalned in previous callbratlons, and then they were callbrated twice from 297 K to

505 K. The results of these post-test calibrations are shown in figures 29(c) and

29(d) for MACOR hemispheres nos. I and 2, respectlvely. The ascending and descending

results for MACOR hemisphere no. 2 (fig. 29(d)) are in close agreement, however, the

resistance for hemisphere no. I Is less during the descending phase of the first

hlgh-temperature cal_bratlon (fig. 29(c)), but it is In good agreement during the

second hlgh-temperature calibration. The data of figures 29(c) and 29(d) illustrate

that hemisphere no. 2 was condltioned during the nine tests .n the CFHT, whereas the

cond_t_onlng received by hemisphere no. I durlng six tests _ncludlng two at the

hlghest reservoir pressure) was not as complete.
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Comparison of the post CFHT calibrations with the post CF 4 Tunnel calibrations
showed that neither MACOR thin-film hemisphere experienced an eppreciable change in

gage properties due to the three CF 4 tests. The MACOR hemispheres were ca brated

twice after the CF 4 tests, the first with an oli bath and the second wlth an air
oven. These two methods of heating the gages were used to determine if ohmic effects

might possibly be revealed by the different thermal conductivity of the oil, compared

to air, and to compar_ th_ da_a scatter associated with each method. For both hemi-

spheres, the resistance measured during the descending nase of hhe calibration in

the oil bath was within 0.7 percent of that measured du£ing the ascending phase of

the calibration in the oven f_r a given temperature_

For the present tests, the excitation current was maintained below I m%. The

reason for such low exc[tation currents was to minimize ohmic (12R) heating of the

thin film and the corre£ponding temperature gradient iD the substrate. To Illustrate

this point, calibration data are shown in figtlres 30(a) and 30(b) for two quartz

flat-faced linders having a thin-film gage deposited at the center of t_e face.

These gages (nos. 50 and 51) were _elected from a batch of 70 such gages to be sub-

jected to a range of current Io from 0.7 to 20 mA. From figure 30(a), the calue

of _R for gage no. 51 remains essentially constant (within 0.2 percent) as the

current is increased from 0.7 to 5 mA; however, a pronounced increase in aR occurs

as the current is increased to 10 mA, indicating an effect of ohmic h_'ting. For

gage no. 50 (fig. 30(b)), _R varies approximately 2.5 percent as the current

is increased from 0.7 to 5 mA. _,e quality of the calibration data for gage no. 50

deteriorates rapidly as the cur£ent is increased above 5 mA. These and similar cal-

ibration data lead to the establishment of the maximum allowable current being 2 mA.

After completion of the present tests in the CFHT, MACOR hemisphere nos. I and 2

were examined for ohmic heating effects (figs. 30(c) and 30(d), respectively).

Although the resistance at a given temperature increased for values of the current

greater than 10 mA, corresponding values of _R varied less than 1.3 percent ov6r

the range of Io from I to 20 mA for both hemispheres. Values of stagnation-point
heat-transfer rate inferred fro_ the hemisphere thin-film gages correspond to excita-

tion currents less than 0.8 mA, and the current u_ed during th£ test with the flat-

plate model was less than 0.8 mA. The results of figure 30 demonstrate that for such

low levels of current, ohmic heating effects or _R are negligible.
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FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO UNCERTAINTY IN HEAT-TRANSfeR RATE INFERRED FROM

THIN-FILM RESISTANCE GAGES AND THIN-SKIN CALORIMETRY GAGES

As in most experimental studies, a number of factors may contribute to the

uncertainty associated with the measurement. The purpose of this appendix is to list

and briefly discuss factors that may contribute to the differenc%s observed between

the thin-film hemispheres, thin-skin hemispheres, and prediction. (A detailed study

of each factor is beyord the scope of this report. However, several factors were

discussed in some detail in a previous section entitled "Data-Reduction Procedure for

Heat-Transfer Gages.")

The primary uncertainties contributing to errors in heat-transfer rate inferred

from the thin-film hemispheres are given as follows: (I) the value of Rs, (2) the

value of UR, (3) the measured voltage output of AE of the circuit, (4) the
correction for currept I variation during the test, (5) the correction required to

account for the variation in substrate thermal properties with temperature, (6) the

loss of 1nfinite slab behavior for the substrate, (7} the fact that a serpentine

thin-film element measures a resistance change corresponding to a stagnation region

and not a point, and (8) the fact that the resistance of the palladium leads is not

negligible compared with the resistance of the sensing elements. The primary

uncertainties contributing to errors in values of Ch inferred from the thin-skin

i hemispheres are given as follows: rl) measured skin thickness, (2) value of pmCm ,

(3) method used to determine the slope dTi/dt, (4) selection of Tw for determin-
• Q {

ing qt,2/,Tt,2 - Tw), (5) conduction effects, (6) nose geometry, (7) the geometric
correctlon to determine the effective skin thickness, and (8) for the hemisphere with

an insert, the effect of a surface-te_perature discontinuity due to the different

thermal properties of the insert and the MACOR hemispheres.

Thin-Film Gages

The maximum uncer£alnty in _R is believed to be less than 3 percent, since

these gages were calibrated before and after the first series. Because the thin-film

resistance was small compared with the ballast resistance in the electrical circuit,

the current was essentially constant during the test. (The correction applied to

q. . for varlatlon in current was less than 2.2 percent.) Ohmic heating effects are
t, _

negllglble for the present low levels of current through the film. The differential

ampllfiers were calibrated prior to the present tests, and the voltage output from

the cirzu_t was of a sufflcient level to assure a high degree of accuracy with the

recording system; thus, the overall uncertainty in the measured millivolt output is

believed to be within approximately I percent. As discussed previously, the

hemispherical substrat6 is believed to appear as a semi-infinite slab to the thin-

film gage.

Comparisons of the value of heat-transfer rate for MACOR and quartz hemispheres

in figure 13(a) lend a degree of creditability to the correction factor (eq. (A9))

used for MACOR. In flgures 14 and 15, the heat-transfer coefficient for MACOR hemi-

spheres was essentlally constant with tlme, which also indicates that the method used

to account for variation in substrate thermal properties is reasonably accurate. (As

noted in appendix A, values of 8s, o fol MACOR measured at Calspan are 1.14 times

4O
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the values used herein; hence, this area needs additional study.) Because the ser-

pentine pattern lles within 8" of the stagnation point, the heat-transfer rate over

this area should be within approximately : percent of the heat transfer at the stag-

nation point. This is shown in figure 31, where heat-transfer distributions measured

on a 10.16-cm-diameter, continuou£ thin-skin sphere model in the CF4 Tunnel and in
the 20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel are compared with a predicted distribution (ref. 47).

Ideally, the resistance of the leads from the thin-film sensing element should

be negligible compared with the resistance of the element. If the assumption is made

that the thickness of the serpentine sensing elements and of the palladium leads

for the present thin-film gages are equal, the resistance of the leads represents

4 percent of the total resistance of the gage. During callbration of the thin-film

hemispheres in an oil bath, the sensing element and leads experience the same temper-

ature. The corresponding change in resistance is given as

AR = AR + AR (CI)
sensing element palladium leads

where the resistance of the thick silver leads is assumed negligible. During a test,

the surface temperature decreases with distance from the stagnation point, resulting

in a smaller variation in d_alladium leads than that observed in the calibration
for the same temperature at the sensing element. Thus, the inferred stagnation-point

heating rate will be less than the actual value, and since the heating rate is pro-

portional to AR, the maximum uncertainty in the inferred value of heating rate is

4 percent. It should be noted that the tip of the hemisphere was roughly normal to

the palladium target during the sputhering process, and the leads are believed to be

somewhat thlnner than the sensing element. This will result in the leads represent-

ing a larger percentage of the total gage resistance. Because the contribution of

the leads to the gage resistance is not accurately known, no correction accounting

for this effect was applied to the present thin-film data.

The primary contributors to the uncertainty in the heat-transfer ;ate inferred

from the MACOR thin-film hemispheres are believed to be, in the order of their magni-

tude, (I) the fact that the lead resistance was not negligible compared with the

resistarce of the sensing element, (2) the correction factor accounting for variation

in substrate properties with temperature, and (3) the value of 8s"

Thin-Skin Hemispheres

Turning to the thin-skin hemispheres, the skin or insert thickness was carefully

measured prior to the thermocouple installation. Some degree of creditability of the

measured thickness Tm is derived from the fact that good agreement between the cal-

culated density of the stainless-steel insert for the MACOR hemisphere and the book

value of _ensity was obtained. It should be noted, however, that an error in _m of

only 0.025 mm corresponds to an uncertainty of 2.5 percent in heat-transfer rate.

The calorimeter skin thickness was assumed constant in the derivation of equa-

tion (2). This assumption may be examined by considering the definition of the coef-

ficient of linear expansion _ in

(t) = T (I + _ AT) (C2)
m m,o
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-5
where D for type 347 stainless steel is 1.67 x 10 per K over the temperature

range from 273 K to 373 K. Thls equation shows that for the maximum change in the

inner surface temperature of 110 K for a 1-sec perlod an the present study, the vari-

ation in skin thickness is neglagible. The relation used to determine the specific

heat cm (eq. (_)) represents a curve fit to three sources of data for type

347 stalnless steel over a range of temperature. For the present range of thin-skin

temperature, the value of c m is believed accurate to within 2 percent.

The quantity dT1/dt was obtaaned by dafferentiating a second-order least-

squares curve fit to the temperature time history. The time in equataon (3) was

selected early an the tame interval for which the slope was determined. Thas value

of dT1/dt was compared with the value corresponding to selection of a time midway

through the tame interval, whach is equivalent to a first-order fit. The second-

order flt evaluated at an earlier tame yields a larger slope dTi/dt than the

second-order fit evaluated at the mldpoint of the time interval (generally, by a few

percent for the time interval where conduction effects are negligible).

The value of T w used to compute the heat-transfer coeffacient for the thin-

skan hemispheres corresponds to the temperature _n the insade surface at a time

t' = 0 sec. Now, a flnite time as requlred for the time rate of change of the tem-

perature on the inslde surface to become the same (within I ptrcent) as the time rate

of change of the average temperature in the calorimeter. For alr as the backang

materlal, this flnlte time (referred to as the response time) is approximately equal

to _m2/2_m . For the present thln-skin hemispheres, the response time Is about

0.11 sec. Thus, dTl/dt is equal to dTav/dt for the time at which _ is deter-

mined herean. The limltlng temperature difference between the front and rear cr

inslde surfaces car be evaluated from the approxamation (ref. 2)

2
AT

m 1

T - T - ',C3)
w l 2_ At '

m

For the heatlng rates shown in flgure 24, the slope _Ti/At' was evaluated over a

tlme interval At' close to the value of response time; hence,

(Tw)t,=_0.125 - (T) + (AT)t, = (T) (C4)i t'=-0.125 =-0.125 to 0 a t'=0

and the quantlt_es _ and Tw used to compute Ch correspond to t' = -0.125 sec.

(The maxlmum decrease in C h resulting from uslng T w at t = -0.125 sec is

3 percent.)

For the thln-skln hemispheres in the CFHT, ChZm/km varies from 0.033 to 0.063,

where k m for type 347 stainless steel as 16.1W/m-K. As noted In reference 48, the

crlterlon Ch_m/k m << I Implaes that the temperature difference across the thin

skln requlred to conduct the heat-tranafer rate characterized by C h is small com-

pared wlth the driving temperature; that is, the temperature withan the thin skiu is

approximately uniform. For thls case, the value of Ch inferred from the tempera-

ture of the Inside surface wlll be the same as the exlstlng value of C h.

The heat-transfer rate inferred from the thin-skin hemispheres should

be relatively free of conduction effects for the present tlme interval
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(-0.125 sec < t' < 0 sec). Now, the fact that the continuous thin-skin hemispheres

have a slightly flattened pose will result in a decrease in the stagnation-region

velocity gradient, hence, heat-transfer coefficient. Also, the geometric correction

factor _ applied to the measured skin thickness Zm of the continuous thin-skin

hemisphere to obtain an effective skin thickness _eff will be in error. The

factor _ used differs substantlally from unity (_eff _ 0"75_m) and Is based on the

assumption that the outer and inner surfaces are spherical. However, the outer

surface at the stagnation region of the continuous thin-skin hemispheres is flat-

tened, as well may be the case for the inner surface. Hence, the surface element

in the vicinity of the thermocouple may be more like a disk, resulting in a larger

value of _eff" (Zeff = _m for a disk.) This larger Zeff would result in a

higher heat-transfer rate. The uncertainty associated with the determination of

Zeff for the present continuous thin-skin hemispheres and the change in the velocity

gradient due to the nose being flattened are believed to be the primary reasons for

the poor agreement between these models and the thin-film hemispheres, the MACOR

hemisphere with an insert, and prediction. For the MACOR hemisphere with an insert,

the stainless-steel insert will assume a lower temperature than the neighboring MACOR

hemisphere. The resulting surface-temperature discontinuity is expected to h£ve lit-

tle effect on the boundary layer, hence, heat-transfer rate, for this model geometry

and the flow conditions of the present study.
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Figure 7.- Schematic diagram of a thin-film resistance gage and associated
electrical circuit.
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(a) Pt,1 = 7.65 MPa.

Figure 16.- Surface-temperature change at stagnation region of MACOR disks of

different thickness for various times as measured in the CF 4 Tunnel.
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Figure 17.- Stagnation-region heat-transfer rate for MACOR disks of different

thickness for various times. CF4 Tunnell Pt,1 = 7.65 MPa; _ computed
by using equations (7) and (A9).
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Figure 18.- Ratio of change of su£face temperature on rear of MACOR disk

to Lhgnqe in surface temperature on front of disk as a function of

I/(2_-_). CF 4 Tunnel; Pt,1 = 7.65 MPa.
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Fibre 19.- Time history of heat-transfer rate inferred from surface-temperature

change measured on rear of _COR disks. CF 4 _nnel; Pt,1 = 17.2 _a; qrear
co_uted by using e_ations (7) and (A9).
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390 0 ]3 Stainlesssteel ].034 980 28.75 / ¢>
I_3 13 Stainlesssteel 1.135 980 28.75 _
0 4 MACORwith insert 1.067 989 30.1 ./^0

380- A 4 Stainlesssteel ]. ]35 989 30.] _,..,¢2_ m

= []
370- -- Eq. (29);'reff 0.75 "rm []

Eq. (29);Telf = I',:=
360-

350-
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280-
I I I I I I I I I I I
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t. sec

Figure 21.- Wall temperatures of thin-skin calorimetry hemispheres as a function of

time t for Pt,1 = 11.3 MPa in the CFHT.
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Figure 22.- Temperature parameter as a function of time t' for run 4 in

the CFHT. Pt,1 = 11.3 MPa.
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Figure 23.- Temperature parameter as a function of time t' for run I in

the CFHT. Pt, I = 2.4 MPa.
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Figure 25.- Thermal product _ as a function of change in te_e_'atur _rc

Pyrex 7740, quartz, and MACOR substrates. T O - z95 :"
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Figure 26,- Comparison of thermal product 0 measured by the method of
reference 46 with values representing a curve fit to a collection of

other data.
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Fibre 27.- l_c:o of heat-transfer rate for var£able subatrate properttes

to heat-transter rate for constant aubatrate properties am a funct£on

of temperature chan£re for Pyrex 7740, quartz, and NACOR substrates.

Tw, o = 295 K.
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Figure 28,- Comparison of t_ermal product _ for quartz and MACOR with

that o£ ]PyrOx 7740, TO ,= 295 g,
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MACOR Calibration First-order fit Second-orderfit

hemisphere series dR/dT, aR per mK dR/dT, (_Rper mKnumber Q/K Q/K

• 1 1 0.53379 2.4403 0.54542 2.4934
o 2 1 .49693 2.4500 .50729 2.5011
• I 2 .3679/ 2.2914 .3/683 2.3465
D 2 2 .38673 2.3641 .39584 2.4203
@ I 3 .34072 2.2212 :34871 2.2138
<> 2 3 .35536 2.3132 .36340 2.3656
• 1 4 .33399 2.1782 .35296 2.3018
z_ 2 4 .34985 2.2777 .36574 2.3814

Series I performedprior to testing in CFHT.

Series 2 performedduring testing (after six runs).

Series 3 perfor'-et.3ftPr testirg in CFHT.

Series4 perfo, _.dafter testing, calibrating to 505K, and varying Io up to 20 mA.

250r- •
/

I " o
225 - • 0

• O
O

O200-

LI
m

' . @ $O

15o @

12.5IlO0 I I I . I,,. I I I I I I
280 300 320 340 350 380

T,K

(a) M_COR hemispheze nos. I and 2; 29"/ K < T < 352,6 K.

Figure 29.- Resistance of thin-film gages as a function of temperature for

MACC _ and quartz hemispheres and two ranges of temperature. Io = I mA;

_R = (dR/d£)/(R}at 297 K"
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First-orderfit Second-orderfit

Ro. £2, Rangeof T. dR/dT, a per mK dR/dT," a per mK
at T = 297K K Q/K R Q/K R

o 153.34 297 to 380 O.33399 2.1782 O.35296 2.3019
o 151.18 297 to 505 .31199 2.0637 .34621 2.2900
0 143.50 297 to 505 .32399 2.2578 .33545 2.3376
A 144.62 297to408 .33116 2.2900 .34691 2.3988
• 143.64 297to408 32616 2.2707 .33356 2.3222

225-

© [] <> Calibrationsperformedafter testing in CFHT _,

,5 Calibrationperformedafter testing in CF4 Tunnel
200_

D

o •175 0 E

R.Q 0 0

15o A.

125-

100 I .t 1 I L... .L J ,I I I I I
280 320 360 400 440 480 520

T,K

(c) MACOR hemisphere no. I. 297 K < T < 505.4 K. Flagged symbols denote

descending temperaturet open symbols denote oil bath; closed symbols
denote air oven.

Figure 29.- Continued.
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First-order fit Second-orderfit
Ro, Q, Rangeof T,

atT = 297K K dRldT, o permK dRldT, oR permKQIK R QIK

' o 153.59 297to 380 O.34985 2.2778 O.36574 2.3814
n 152.58 297to 505 .33093 2.1690 .36508 2.3928
¢' 149.19 297to505 33934 2.2745 .34987 2.3450
A 150.43 297to 408 .34949 2.3233 .36238 2.4090
• 148.37 297to 408 .34204 2.3053 .35019 2.3603

250--

O _ © CalibrationsperformedaftertestinginCFHT

225- A Calibrationperformedafterte_tinginCF4Tunnel

200-

i. i
R, Q 175 -

125-
F

!

100 _, I L, _.... L I 1 I I I I I ___A '
280 320 360 400 440 480 520

T.K
!

(d) MACOR hemisphere no. 2. 297 K < T < 505.4 K. Flagged symbols denote !

descending temperature; open symbols denote oil bath_ closed symbols
denote air oven.

Figure 29.- C)ncluded.
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First-order fit Second-order fit

I0 ,
dRldI, a permK dRldT, aR permKmA QIK R QIK

• o 0.7 0.16286 2.4977 O.166(/'/ 2.5605 ,
,_ 2.0 .16312 2.5009 .16666 2.5553
0 5.0 .16295 2.4970 .16672 2.55465
A I0.0 .16054 2.4552 .17314 2.6478
[_ 15.0 .15410 2.3486 .17588 2.6809
1320.0 .14918 2.2628 .!,_Z4 2.4302 :"

76:-

74-

72-

70- _ r

R°°'I
66- _

64-

62-

60 I I I I I 1 1 I I I
280 Y)O 320 MO 360 380

T,K

(a) Quartz flat-faced cylinder with gage no. 51. Flagged symbols denote

descending temperature.

Figure 30.- Effect of thin-film current on measured resistance for quartz

flat-faced cylinders and MACOR hemispheres nos. I and 2.
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First-order fit Second-order fit
I0 ,
mA dR/dT, G per mK dR/dI, a per mK

Q/K R Q/K R

o O.7 O.13608 2.2259 O.14022 2.2925
[] 2.0 .13518 2.2037 .14058 2.2909
0 5.0 .13580 2.2354 .1358 2.2365
A 10.0 f '_
r,, 1,5.0 i:

20.0

80-

78-

76- I_

74- ZX

IX' t-;"
72-

R, Q 70 _ .A

68- [2x.

66- IX, Ix _ [_,

60 I .1 I t . ! 1 ! I I ., 1
280 300 320 340 350 380

T.K

(b) Quertz flat-faced cylinder with gage no. 50. Flagged symbols denote

descend _-g temperature.

Figule 30.- Continued.
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I First-order fit Second-orderfit
O'

"no, Q dR/dT, a R per mK dR/dT, a R per mKmA Q/K Q/K

o 1 153.34 O.33399 '2.1782 O.35296 2.30]9
[] 2 152.94 .33435 2.1862 .35136 2.2974
0 5 152.80 .33529 2.1943 .35053 2.2940
A 10 152.92 .33_42 2.1996 .35116 2.2963
r,, 15 153.87 .335/4 2.1819 .34978 2.2731

20 155.17 .33820 2.1795 .35780 2. 3059

185 -

L_

180 -

175 -
D

170 - D

R,Q

165 -

160 - I_

155 - D

150 - i 1 i l I _.i i n _
280 300 320 340 360 380

T,K

(c) MACOR hemisphere no. 1.

Figure 30.- Contlnued.
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First-order fit Second-order fit

Io, Ro .

dR/dT, a R per mK dR/dT, aR per mKmA f_ _/K _IK

o 1 153.59 0.34985 2.2778 0.36574 2.3814
[] 2 153.43 .34977 _'.2796 .36410 2.3730
O 5 153,445 .35019 2.2822 ,36406 2.3727
A 10 153.818 .35060 2.2794 .36310 2.3606 '.
t,, 15 154.601 .35323 2.2848 .36954 2.3903
I_ 20 155.874 .35383 2.2700 .37580 2.4109

190-

185 r',,
t,.

b

180

175

6

R. f2 170 5,

165-

D
16o-

r_

150 _ I I I I 1 L 1 I , I
280 300 320 340 360 380

T.K
i

(d) MACOR hemisphere no. 2.

Figure 30.- C'ncluded.
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Facility Run Pt,1' MPa

o 20-inch Mach 6 73 3.3 b
.3 - no

[] 20-inch Mach 6 72 1.8 r',.

<>20-inch Ma=h6 71 .35 r,,,
.2

/x 20-inch Mach 6 70 .2

_, CF4 638 7.2
._. --

c_CF4 639 11.4

---- = 1.4; M = 6); ref. 47Prediction (1'oo
I_ 1 I I I_ l I 1 1
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Figure 31.- Heat-transfer distrlbutlon about a 10.16-cm-diameter, continuous

thln-skln-sphere model in the Langley 20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel in air and

In the Langley Hypersorlc CF 4 Tunnel.
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